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Lesson 3



Understanding Cryptographic Fundamentals Overview Configuring Cisco Unified CallManager for security is relatively straightforward; however, the underlying security services, algorithms, and operations are often not well-known to the Cisco Unified CallManager administrators who must secure the Cisco Unified CallManager installation. This lesson provides information about cryptographic fundamentals. It helps you understand the elements that are the basis of cryptography in the data world.



Objectives Upon completing this lesson, you will be able to define the fundamentals of cryptography and understand how they are applied to provide various services. This ability includes being able to meet these objectives: „



Define cryptography and explain the four cryptographic services: confidentiality, integrity, authentication, and nonrepudiation



„



Explain the basic operation and uses of symmetric encryption algorithms and identify the common algorithms in use today



„



Explain the basic operation and uses of asymmetric encryption algorithms and identify the common algorithms in use today



„



Explain how hash functions provide data integrity and list common hash functions in use today



„



Define digital signatures and explain how they provide identity and integrity



What Is Cryptography? This topic defines cryptography and describes the services that cryptography provides. It gives an overview of the application of encryption and authentication techniques for each of these services.



What Is Cryptography? • The science of transforming readable messages into an unintelligible form and the later reversal of that process • Provides four services: – Data authenticity (proof of source) – Data confidentiality (privacy and secrecy) – Data integrity (detection of unauthorized change) – Data nonrepudiation (nondeniability) • Uses encryption and authentication methods
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Cryptography is the science of transforming readable messages into an unintelligible form and the later reversal of that process. The application of cryptography is to send the transformed, unreadable message over an untrusted channel. In the data world, this untrusted channel very often is a public network, such as the Internet. Cryptography provides four services: „



Data authenticity: This service should guarantee that the message comes from the source that it claims to come from. When an application such as e-mail or a protocol such as IP does not have any built-in mechanisms that prevent spoofing of the source, cryptographic methods can be used for proof of sources.



„



Data confidentiality: This service provides privacy by ensuring that messages can be read only by the receiver.



„



Data integrity: This service ensures that the messages were not altered in transit. With data integrity, the receiver can verify that the received message is identical to the sent message and that it has not been manipulated.



„



Data nonrepudiation: This service allows the sender of a message to be uniquely identified. With nonrepudiation services in place, a sender cannot deny having been the source of that message.



All these services are based on encryption and authentication methods. However, for different applications, different kinds of encryption and authentication techniques are used.
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Services of Cryptography Cryptography provides four security services: authenticity, confidentiality, integrity, and nonrepudiation.



Services of Cryptography Was it really sent by A?



Authenticity



Was it modified by others?



Integrity



Love Letter



Love Letter



A



B



Hate Letter



A



B



C



Confidentiality



C



Was it read by others?



Can it be proven that A sent it even if A denies that?



Nonrepudiation



Love Letter



Hate Letter



A



B



A



C
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The figure illustrates examples of the four services: „



Authenticity: If B receives a love letter that says it is coming from A, how can B be sure that it was really sent by A and not by someone else? Without any reliable service that ensures authenticity of the source, user B will never know.



„



Confidentiality: On the other hand, even if there are means of guaranteeing the authenticity of the source, B might be afraid that somebody else could read the love letter while it was in transit, resulting in a loss of privacy. This problem could be solved by a service providing confidentiality.



„



Integrity: If B were to receive a hate letter, formed in a way that it proved the authenticity of the source, how could B know that the content was not modified in transit? A service that ensures integrity of the message is needed to eliminate this kind of threat.



„



Nonrepudiation: However, if B receives a hate letter from A that seems to be authentic, can B prove to others that it must have been sent by A? A nonrepudiation service is needed in this case.



It might appear that the authenticity service and the nonrepudiation service fulfill the same function. Although both address the question of the proven identity of the sender, there is a small difference between the two, which is sometimes quite important: „



When the receiver needs to be sure about the authenticity of the source, the method and the means that are used to achieve the proof of authenticity can be available to both the sender and the receiver. Because the receiver knows that he or she was not the source, it does not matter that sender and receiver both know how to treat a message to provide authenticity of the source.
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„



If, however, the receiver has to prove the source of the sender to others, it is not acceptable that the receiver knows how the sender treated this message to prove authenticity, because the receiver could then have pretended to be the sender.



An example for authenticity versus nonrepudiation would be data exchange between two computers of the same company versus data exchange between a customer and a web shop. When the two computers do not have to prove to others which of them sent a message, but just need to make sure that whatever was received by one was sent by the other, the two computers can share the same way of transforming their messages. This practice would not be acceptable in business applications such as a web shop. If the web shop knew how a customer transforms messages to prove authenticity of the source, the web shop could easily fake “authentic” orders. Therefore, in such a scenario, the sender must be the only party having the knowledge of how to transform messages. Then the web shop can prove to others that the order must have been sent by the customer. The customer could not argue that the order was faked by the web shop when the web shop does not know how to transform the messages from the customer to make them authentic.
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Encryption Overview Confidentiality is provided by encryption. More precisely, the transformation of cleartext to ciphertext is called “encryption,” while the transformation of the ciphertext back to the original cleartext is called “decryption.”



Encryption Overview • Provides confidentiality • Transforms cleartext into ciphertext (encryption)



Plaintext (Cleartext)



Plaintext (Cleartext)



• Only authorized peers can transform ciphertext back to cleartext (decryption)



Message



Message



• Uses symmetric or asymmetric encryption algorithms and keys



Encryption Algorithm
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Decryption Algorithm



Ciphertext



Untrusted Network Encryption Key
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Encryption utilizes an encryption algorithm and keys. If the key that is used to encrypt the data and the key that is used to decrypt the data are the same, the encryption algorithm is symmetric (with symmetric keys). If the encryption and decryption keys are different, the encryption algorithm is asymmetric (with asymmetric keys). Although the encryption algorithms are usually well known, the keys that are used for the encryption have to be secret. Symmetric keys have to be known by both endpoints that want to use a symmetric encryption algorithm for their data exchange. With asymmetric encryption, the sender needs to know only the encryption key, while the receiver needs to know only the decryption key. Desirable features of an encryption algorithm are as follows: „



Resistance to cryptographic attacks: The algorithm itself must be trusted by the cryptographic community, and there must be no shortcut to decipher data other than knowing or guessing the decryption key.



„



Variable key lengths and scalability: The longer the encryption key, the longer it will take attackers to break it if they try all the possible keys (for example, a 16-bit key = 216 = 65,536 possible keys, while a 56-bit key = 7.2 * 1016 possible keys). Scalability provides flexible key length, and the strength or speed of encryption can be selected as needed.



„



Avalanche effect: When only a small part of the cleartext message is changed (a few bits), and that small change causes the corresponding ciphertext to change completely, the algorithm is said to have an avalanche effect. The avalanche effect is a desired feature because it allows very similar messages to be sent over an untrusted medium, with their encrypted (ciphertext) messages being completely different.
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Authentication Overview Authentication functions are used to provide authenticity, integrity, and nonrepudiation.



Authentication Overview • Provides authenticity, integrity, and nonrepudiation • Sender adds verification data to the actual data



Original Data



• Receiver checks verification data • Uses HMACs or digital signatures
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To achieve authentication, the sender adds (appends) verification data to the actual data. The authenticated data can be information about the sender (such as the sender’s identity) or the information that should be passed from the sender to the receiver itself. The receiver checks the verification data added by the sender and, if successful, can confirm authenticity. There are various ways to create the verification data, the most common being Hash-Based Message Authentication Code (HMAC) or digital signatures.
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Symmetric Encryption This topic describes how symmetric encryption works, when it is used, and which symmetric algorithms are commonly used for data security today.



Symmetric Encryption Encryption and Decryption Key



Encryption and Decryption Key



Encrypt $1000



Decrypt $!@#IQ



$1000



• Same (“shared”) key encrypts and decrypts • Key must be kept secret • Fast • Algorithms: DES, 3DES, AES, RC4, SEAL, Blowfish
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Symmetric encryption has two main characteristics: It is very fast (compared to asymmetric encryption), and it uses the same key for encryption and decryption. As a consequence, the same key has to be known by the sender and the receiver. To ensure confidentiality, nobody else is allowed to know the key. Such keys are also called shared secrets. Symmetric encryption has been used for decades, and there are several algorithms that are commonly used. Among the best-known and most widely trusted symmetric encryption algorithms are Triple Data Encryption Standard (3DES), Advanced Encryption Standard (AES), International Data Encryption Algorithm (IDEA), the RC series (RC2, RC4, RC5, RC6), Software Encryption Algorithm (SEAL), and Blowfish. They are all based on the same concept: They have two types of input (the cleartext and the key) and produce unreadable output (the ciphertext). For decryption, the ciphertext and the key are the input data, and the original cleartext is the output.
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Symmetric Encryption Considerations When you are planning to use symmetric encryption, you have to consider its characteristics.



Symmetric Encryption Considerations • Used for bulk data encryption (e-mail, IPsec packets, SRTP, HTTPS) • Key management difficult: – Same secret key must be available to both parties – Different key per pair of devices – Keys should be changed frequently
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Symmetric algorithms are usually very simple in their structure, therefore quite fast; as a consequence, they are often used for wire-speed real-time encryption in data networks. They are, in their essence, based on simple mathematical operations and can be easily hardwareaccelerated using specialized encryption ASICs. Typical applications are e-mail, IPsec, Secure Real-Time Transfer Protocol (SRTP), and Secure HTTP (HTTPS). Keys should be changed frequently because they could be discovered otherwise, and loss of privacy would be the consequence. The “safe” lifetime of keys depends on the algorithm, the volume of data for which they are used, the key length, and the time period for which the keys are used. The key length is usually 128 to 256 bits. Because of the limited lifetime of keys (usually hours to days) and the fact that each pair of devices should use a different key, key management is rather difficult.
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Symmetric Encryption Example: AES AES is an example of a commonly used symmetric encryption algorithm.



Symmetric Encryption Example: AES • Algorithm developed by Joan Daemen and Vincent Rijmen • Publicly announced by NIST in 2000 • 128-, 192-, or 256-bit key length • Much faster and more efficient than 3DES • Used in IP telephony to encrypt SRTP (media), signaling, and server-to-server intracluster communication
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AES History For a number of years, it had been recognized that Data Encryption Standard (DES) would eventually reach the end of its useful life. In 1997, the AES initiative was announced, and the public was invited to propose encryption schemes, one of which could be chosen as the encryption standard to replace DES. On October 2, 2000, the U.S. National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) announced the selection of the Rijndael cipher as the AES algorithm. The Rijndael cipher, developed by Joan Daemen and Vincent Rijmen, has a variable block length and key length. The algorithm currently specifies how to use keys with lengths of 128, 192, or 256 bits to encrypt blocks with lengths of 128, 192, or 256 bits (all nine combinations of key length and block length are possible). Both block length and key length can be extended very easily to multiples of 32 bits, allowing the algorithm to scale with security requirements of the future. The U.S. Department of Commerce approved the adoption of AES as an official U.S. government standard, effective May 26, 2002.



AES versus 3DES AES was chosen to replace DES and 3DES, because they are either too weak (DES, in terms of key length) or too slow (3DES) to run on modern, efficient hardware. AES is more efficient on the same hardware (much faster, usually by a factor of around five compared to 3DES) and is more suitable for high-throughput, low-latency environments, especially if pure software encryption is used. However, AES is a relatively young algorithm, and, as the golden rule of cryptography states, a more mature algorithm is always more trusted. 3DES is therefore a more conservative and more trusted choice in terms of strength, because it has been analyzed for around 30 years. AES was also thoroughly analyzed during the selection process and is considered mature enough for most applications. © 2006 Cisco Systems, Inc.
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AES in IP Telephony AES is the algorithm used for encrypting both IP phone-to-Cisco Unified CallManager communication (signaling with Transport Layer Security [TLS] protection) and phone-to-phone and phone-to-gateway (media with SRTP protection) channels in Cisco IP telephony.
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Asymmetric Encryption This topic describes how asymmetric encryption works, when it is used, and which asymmetric algorithm is commonly used for data security today.



Asymmetric Encryption Encryption Key



Decryption Key



Encrypt $1000



Decrypt %3f7&4



$1000



• Different keys to encrypt and decrypt • Each entity (person, system, phone) owns its pair of keys • Only decryption key must be kept secret • Slow • Algorithm: RSA
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Asymmetric algorithms (also sometimes called public-key algorithms) are designed in such a way that the key used for encryption is different from the key used for decryption. The decryption key cannot (at least in any reasonable amount of time) be calculated from the encryption key and vice versa. The main feature of asymmetric encryption algorithms is that the encryption key (often called the public key) does not have to be secret—it can be published freely, and anyone can use this key to encrypt data. The corresponding decryption key (often called the private key), however, is known only to a single entity that can decrypt data encrypted with the encryption key. Therefore, when you need to send an encrypted message to someone else, you first obtain the public (encryption) key of the other person and transform the message with it. Only the recipient knows the private (decryption) key and can therefore decrypt the message. Asymmetric algorithms are relatively slow (up to 1000 times slower than symmetric algorithms). Their design is based on computational problems, such as factoring extremely large numbers or computing discrete logarithms of extremely large numbers. The best-known asymmetric cryptographic algorithms are the Rivest, Shamir, and Adleman (RSA), Elgamal, and elliptic curve algorithms. RSA is recommended because it is widely trusted for its resistance against attacks and its well-known internals.
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Asymmetric Encryption Considerations When you are planning to use asymmetric encryption, you have to consider its characteristics.



Asymmetric Encryption Considerations • Used for encrypting small amounts of data (for example, to encrypt symmetric keys) • Key management simpler than with symmetric encryption keys: – One of the keys can be publicly available. – Each device has one key pair. – Keys can be used for longer periods.
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Because of their lack of speed, asymmetric encryption algorithms are usually used to protect small quantities of data (digital signatures, key exchange). Key management tends to be simpler than for symmetric (secret key) algorithms. As stated before, with asymmetric encryption, each device has a pair of keys (public and private). The public key of each device has to be publicly available (known by all other devices) to allow a full mesh of encrypted communication, while with symmetric encryption different symmetric keys have to be safely distributed for each combination of two peers. Asymmetric keys are usually used for longer periods (months to years).
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Asymmetric Encryption Example: RSA RSA is an example of a commonly used asymmetric encryption algorithm.



Asymmetric Encryption Example: RSA • Algorithm developed by Ron Rivest, Adi Shamir, and Len Adleman in 1977 • Public domain since patent expired in 2000 • Key length usually from 1024 to 2048 bits • RSA can be used for: – Confidentiality—Data is encrypted with public key of the receiver – Digital signatures—Data is encrypted with private key of the sender
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RSA History Ronald L. Rivest, Adi Shamir, and Leonard M. Adleman invented the RSA algorithm in 1977. It was a patented public-key algorithm, and its patent expired in September 2000, putting the algorithm in the public domain. Of all the public-key algorithms proposed over the years, RSA is still the most strongly preferred. RSA has withstood years of extensive cryptoanalysis, and although analysis has neither proven nor disproven the security of the RSA algorithm, it does suggest a justifiable confidence. The security of RSA is based on the difficulty of factoring very large numbers, that is, breaking them into multiplicative factors. If an easy method of factoring these large numbers were discovered, the effectiveness of RSA would be destroyed (and, as a side effect, mathematics might take a huge leap). RSA keys are usually 1024 to 2048 bits long.



RSA Applications RSA, like all asymmetric encryption algorithms, can be used in two ways: „



Confidentiality: The sender encrypts the data with the public key of the receiver. This process guarantees that only the receiver can decrypt the data.



„



Authenticity of digital signatures: The sender uses its private key to sign (encrypt) the data. Such a signature can be verified by everybody because only the public key is needed to verify (decrypt) the signature.
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RSA in IP Telephony RSA is used for device authentication (IP phone to Cisco Unified CallManager and vice versa) in Cisco IP telephony.
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Hash Functions This topic describes what hash functions are and how they can be used for authentication.



Hash Functions • Based on one-way functions • Hash arbitrary data into a fixed-length digest (fingerprint) • The digest is cryptographically strong:



Data of Arbitrary Length



Message ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~



– Impossible to recover hashed data from digest



Hash Function



– If data changes a little, fingerprint changes a lot (avalanche effect) • Algorithms: MD5, SHA-1 Fixed-Length Hash
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Hash functions are used for several cryptographic applications. They can be used for secure password verification or storage and are also a base component of data authentication. Hashing is a one-way function of input data, which produces fixed-length output data, the digest. The digest uniquely identifies the input data and is cryptographically very strong; that is, it is impossible to recover input data from its digest, and if the input data changes just a little, the digest (fingerprint) changes substantially (avalanche effect). Therefore, high-volume data can be identified by its (shorter) digest. For this reason, the digest is called a fingerprint of the data. Given only a digest, it is not computationally feasible to generate data that would result in such a digest. The figure illustrates how hashing is performed. Data of arbitrary length is input to the hash function, and the result of the hash function is the fixed-length hash (digest, fingerprint). Hashing is similar to the calculation of cyclic redundancy check (CRC) checksums, except that it is much stronger from a cryptographic point of view. Given a CRC value, it is easy to generate data with the same CRC. However, with hash functions, generating the data is not computationally feasible for an attacker. The two best-known hashing functions are these: „



Message Digest 5 (MD5), with 128-bit digests



„



Secure Hash Algorithm 1 (SHA-1), with 160-bit digests



There is considerable evidence that MD5 may not be as strong as originally envisioned and that collisions (different inputs resulting in the same fingerprint) are more likely to occur than envisioned. Therefore, MD5 should be avoided as an algorithm of choice and SHA-1 used instead.
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The SHA-1 Algorithm NIST developed SHA, the algorithm specified in the Secure Hash Standard. SHA-1 is a revision to SHA that was published in 1994; the revision corrected an unpublished flaw in SHA. Its design is very similar to the MD4 family of hash functions developed by Rivest. The algorithm takes a message of no less than 264 bits in length and produces a 160-bit message digest. The algorithm is slightly slower than MD5, but the larger message digest makes it more secure against brute-force collision and inversion attacks.
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Lack of Security in Pure Hashing The figure illustrates hashing in action.



Lack of Security in Pure Hashing • Only the algorithm has to be known to create a valid hash—algorithms are well known.



Data



Confirm Order



• Attacker changing the data can easily create a new hash. • Receiver cannot detect the manipulation. • For security, a secret element has to be added to the computation.
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The sender wants to ensure that the message will not be altered on its way to the receiver. The sender uses the message as the input of a hashing algorithm and computes its fixed-length digest, or fingerprint. This fingerprint is then attached to the message (the message and the hash are cleartext) and sent to the receiver. The receiver removes the fingerprint from the message and uses the message as input to the same hashing algorithm. If the hash computed by the receiver is equal to the one attached to the message, the message has not been altered during transit. Be aware that there is no security added to the message in this example. Why? When the message traverses the network, a potential attacker could intercept the message, change it, recalculate the hash, and append the newly recalculated fingerprint to the message (a man-inthe-middle interception attack). Hashing only prevents the message from being changed accidentally (that is, by a communication error). There is nothing unique to the sender in the hashing procedure; therefore, anyone can compute a hash for any data, as long as the correct hash algorithm is known. Thus, hash functions are helpful to ensure that data was not changed accidentally but cannot ensure that data was not deliberately changed. For the latter, you need to employ hash functions in the context of HMAC. This process extends hashes by adding a secure component.
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Hash-Based Message Authentication Code HMAC uses existing hash functions but with the significant difference of adding an additional secret key as the input to the hash function when calculating the digest (fingerprint).



Hash-Based Message Authentication Code • A secret key is added to the data as input to the hash function. • The secret key is known to the sender and to the receiver: – Symmetric nature – Provides authentication and integrity assurance • Fast • Keyed SHA-1 HMAC is used in IP telephony for signaling and media protection.
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Only the sender and the receiver share the secret key, and the output of the hash function now depends on the input data and the secret key. Therefore, only parties who have access to that secret key can compute or verify the digest of a HMAC function. This technique defeats manin-the-middle attacks and also provides authentication of data origin. If only two parties share a secret HMAC key and use HMAC functions for authentication, the receiver of a properly constructed HMAC digest with a message can be sure that the other party was the originator of the message, because that other party is the only other entity possessing the secret key. However, because both parties know the key, HMAC does not provide nonrepudiation. For that, each entity would need its own secret key, instead of having a secret key shared between two parties. HMAC functions are generally fast and are often applied in these situations:
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„



To provide a fast proof of message authenticity and integrity among parties sharing the secret key, such as with IPsec packets or routing protocol authentication



„



To generate one-time (and one-way) responses to challenges in authentication protocols (such as PPP Challenge Handshake Authentication Protocol [CHAP], Microsoft NT Domain, and Extensible Authentication Protocol-MD5 [EAP-MD5])



„



To provide proof of integrity of bulk data, such as with file-integrity checkers (for example, Tripwire), or with document signing (digitally signed contracts, public-key infrastructure [PKI] certificates)
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Some well-known HMAC functions are: „



Keyed MD5, based on the MD5 hashing algorithm, which should be avoided



„



Keyed SHA-1, based on the SHA-1 hashing algorithm, which is recommended



Cisco IP telephony uses SHA-1 HMAC for protecting signaling traffic and media exchange.
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Digital Signatures This topic describes what digital signatures are, how they work, and how they can be used for authentication.



Digital Signatures • Provide three key security services: – Data authenticity – Data integrity – Nonrepudiation of data • Are based on asymmetric cryptographic methods: – Signature-generating key – Signature-verification key • Are slower than HMAC: – Not used for real-time traffic – Used for device authentication and exchange of symmetric keys
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Digital signatures are verification data appended to the data that is to be signed. They provide three basic security services in secure communications: „



Authenticity of digitally signed data: Authenticates the source, proving that a certain party has signed the data in question.



„



Integrity of digitally signed data: Guarantees that the data has not changed since being signed by the signer.



„



Nonrepudiation of the transaction: Allows the recipient to take the data to a third party, which will accept the digital signature as a proof that this data exchange really did take place. The signing party cannot repudiate (that is, deny) that it has signed the data.



Digital signatures usually use asymmetric encryption algorithms to generate and verify digital signatures. Compared to using asymmetric encryption for confidentiality, the usage of the keys is reversed when creating digital signatures: The private key is used to create the signature, and the public key is used to verify the signature. Because digital signatures are based on asymmetric (slow) algorithms, they are not used today to provide real-time authenticity and integrity guarantees to network traffic. In network protocols, they are usually used as a proof of endpoint (client, server, and phone) identity when two entities initially connect (for example, an IP phone authenticating to Cisco Unified CallManager, or a Cisco VPN Client authenticating to a Cisco VPN Concentrator). For realtime protection of authenticity and integrity, which do not require nonrepudiation (for example, signaling messages between IP phones and a Cisco Unified CallManager, or IPsec packet protection), HMAC methods are used instead.
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Digital Signatures and RSA Digital signatures require a key pair for each device that wants to create signatures. One key is used to create signatures, and the other is used to verify signatures. RSA can be used for that purpose.



Digital Signatures and RSA • Digital signatures require a key pair per entity: – One key for creating a signature – The other key to verify the signature • RSA can be used for that purpose • Application of RSA is reversed compared to RSA data encryption: – Private key used to create the signature (encrypt the data) – Public key used to verify the signature (decrypt the data)
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The usage of the RSA keys for digital signatures is opposite to their usage for encryption: „



Digital signatures: The signer uses its private key to sign (encrypt) data. The signature is checked by a recipient using the public key of the signer to verify (decrypt) the signature.



„



Encryption: The sender encrypts the data with the public key of the receiver. This guarantees that only the receiver can decrypt the data, because the encrypted data can be decrypted only by the holder of the private key.
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Digital Signatures Using RSA in Detail RSA is extremely slow and not designed for real-time encryption of a large volume of data. Therefore, when it is used to create signatures, the data that is to be signed is first hashed, and only the hash digest is signed by RSA (encrypted with the public key). This practice significantly improves performance, because RSA transforms only the fingerprint of the data (not all of the data).



Digital Signatures Using RSA in Detail



Purchase Order $100,000



SHA-1 Hash



Untrusted Network 49eD0e3A7c44... Purchase Order $100,000 RSA Encrypt



Signature



Purchase Order $100,000
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RSA Decrypt Private Key of Signer



Public Key of Signer



SHA-1 Hash
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The signature process, illustrated in the figure, is as follows: Step 1



Note



The signer makes a hash (fingerprint) of the document, which uniquely identifies the document and all its contents. There are two reasons why a hash of the data is created: First, RSA is extremely slow, and it is more efficient to sign only the (shorter) fingerprint than to sign the whole of the data. Second, if the transferred information should be out-of-band verified, it is simpler to compare the shorter fingerprint than to compare all the transferred information.



Step 2



The signer encrypts the hash only with its private key.



Step 3



The encrypted hash (the signature) is appended to the document.



The verification process works as follows:
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Step 1



The verifier obtains the public key of the signer.



Step 2



The verifier decrypts the signature with the public key of the signer. This process unveils the assumed hash value of the signer.



Step 3



The verifier makes a hash of the received document (without its signature) and compares this hash to the decrypted signature hash. If the hashes match, the document is authentic (that is, it has been signed by the assumed signer) and has not been changed since the signer signed it.
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Summary This topic summarizes the key points that were discussed in this lesson.



Summary • Cryptography is the science of transforming cleartext into ciphertext and transforming the ciphertext back into cleartext. • Symmetric encryption uses the same key for encryption and decryption. • With symmetric encryption, a different key is needed per pair of devices. • Asymmetric encryption uses a different key for encryption and decryption. • With asymmetric encryption, each device needs a pair of keys. • Hashes are one-way functions that can be used to authenticate data if a secret value, shared between the two peers, is added to the input data. • Digital signatures sign data by using asymmetric encryption to encrypt fingerprints (hashes) of the data.
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Lesson 5



Understanding Cisco IP Telephony Authentication and Encryption Fundamentals Overview Cisco IP telephony systems are subject to several threats, including eavesdropping, identity spoofing, and denial-of-service (DoS) attacks. Cisco Unified CallManager can be secured against these threats by enabling authentication and encryption features. This lesson explains how authentication and encryption can be applied in a Cisco IP telephony environment.



Objectives Upon completing this lesson, you will be able to explain which cryptographic services are available in a Cisco IP telephony environment and how a PKI is used to provide these services. This ability includes being able to meet these objectives: „



Explain how file manipulation, tampering with call-processing signaling, man-in-themiddle attacks, eavesdropping, and IP phone and server identity theft can compromise a Cisco Unified CallManager system



„



Explain how the authentication and encryption mechanisms in a Cisco Unified CallManager system protect against security threats



„



Explain the role of CAPF, external CAs, MICs and LSCs, CTLs, and Cisco CTL client



„



Explain the PKI enrollment process in a Cisco IP telephony environment



„



Explain where keys and certificates are stored in a Cisco IP telephony environment



„



Describe the processes of image authentication, device authentication, file authentication, and signaling authentication



„



Describe the processes and protocols used for signaling encryption and media encryption



Threats Targeting the IP Telephony System This topic provides an overview of the threats that target IP telephony systems.



Threats Targeting the IP Telephony System • Loss of privacy—because of sniffed calls • Loss of integrity—because of intercepted and altered calls • Impersonation—because of identity spoofing • Loss of functionality from DoS attacks: – Against IP telephony components (such as tampering with IP phone images or IP phone configuration files) – Against the underlying infrastructure
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The main threats targeting the IP telephony system are these:
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„



Loss of privacy: If calls can be sniffed, conversations can be replayed or eavesdropped on. Because of the open nature of IP networks and, especially, the low trust level in the Internet, privacy is a commonly raised concern when IP telephony solutions are being compared against traditional telephony solutions.



„



Loss of integrity: If voice call signaling or media messages can be intercepted, they can be modified. Although this issue might not arise for human conversations very often, calls such as telebanking, e-mail or voice-mail access over a telephone, and similar applications using interactive voice response (IVR) may require secure communication.



„



Impersonation: Identity spoofing is not limited to humans (for instance, the person behind a telephone) but can also extend to devices, such as Cisco Unified CallManager, a voice gateway, or an IP phone.



„



DoS: These attacks cause loss of functionality. They can be directed against IP telephony components, such as voice gateways, Cisco Unified CallManager nodes, or IP phones, or against the underlying infrastructure. An example would be replacing IP phone configuration files or images stored on a TFTP server with invalid files that cause the IP phone to malfunction.
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Examples of Threats Targeting the IP Telephony System This figure illustrates four examples of threats targeting the IP telephony system.



Examples of Threats Targeting the IP Telephony System Loss of Privacy



Here is the financial info.



Loss of Integrity Deposit $1000



Deposit $100



Customer



Bank



Impersonation



I am the PSTN, send me calls.



I am Bob, send me phone calls.
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DoS Where is my dial tone?
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These four examples are as follows: „



Loss of privacy: The example shows an attacker intercepting the session between two IP telephony users and capturing voice media packets, which enables him to listen to the conversation either in real time or after the call. During the call, sensitive information (company financial information) is discussed. Confidentiality is desired by the IP telephony users but is compromised by the attacker.



„



Loss of integrity: The example again shows an attacker intercepting the session between two IP telephony users and modifying the exchanged packets. In the example, a customer calls into a telebanking application to transfer money using an IVR application. The attacker can modify dual-tone multifrequency (DTMF) tones (either in-band by replacing media packets or out-of-band by replacing signaling messages).



„



Impersonation: The example shows an attacker impersonating the public switched telephone network (PSTN) gateway to users so that all their external calls are directed to the attacker instead of to the real gateway. The attacker also spoofs the identity of one or more users toward the gateway and can intercept the conversation in both directions. This technique allows the attacker either to capture the traffic without being in the normal path or to modify it.



„



DoS: The example shows an attacker launching a DoS attack against Cisco Unified CallManager and a gateway. Because these devices are not able to fulfill their functions, users experience loss of functionality (no dial tone).
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How a Cisco IP Telephony Network Protects Against Threats This topic describes how an IP telephony network can be secured to resist common threats.



How a Cisco IP Telephony Network Protects Against Threats • Secure signaling for Cisco IP phones: – Provides authentication of devices and signaling messages – Provides encryption of messages – Stops all kind of signaling attacks • Secure media transfer: – Provides authentication and encryption of media transfer – Stops capturing of IP phone conversations • Secure Cisco IP phone images: – Provides authentication of IP phone images – Stops modification attacks • Secure Cisco IP phone configuration files: – Provides authentication and encryption of IP phone configuration files – Stops modification or sniffing attacks
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A Cisco IP telephony network can be protected by using cryptographic services. These services are used to provide the following:
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„



Secure signaling: For authentication of devices and authentication and encryption of signaling messages. This precaution will stop all kind of signaling attacks.



„



Secure media transfer: For authentication and encryption of media streams, preventing eavesdropping on conversations.



„



Secure phone images: To stop attacks against phone images by ensuring the integrity of the image file.



„



Secure phone configuration files: To stop modification attacks against phone configuration files. The files can be digitally signed, ensuring integrity. In addition, Cisco Unified CallManager Release 5 added support for configuration file encryption, which prevents sniffing the content of phone configuration files in the network.
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How a Cisco IP Telephony Network Protects Against Threats (Cont.) IPsec provides universal protection for IP packets. • Network layer based security • Supported by Cisco Unified CallManager (using preshared keys or certificates) • Recommended to be used on network infrastructure device • Applicable for any sensitive traffic that is not protected by the application, such as SRTP session key exchange in signaling traffic: – Intercluster trunks – H.323 gateways – MGCP gateways
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IPsec is a universal, application-independent protocol that can secure any IP packets. It is network layer-based, which means that it is based on IP packets and not on application traffic. Cisco Unified CallManager supports IPsec with preshared keys or digital certificates. However, the recommendation is to use IPsec on network infrastructure devices. IPsec should be used for any sensitive traffic that is not protected by the application, for instance, for the exchange of Secure Real-Time Transport Protocol (SRTP) session keys in cleartext signaling traffic. SRTP session keys are exchanged in cleartext between Cisco Unified CallManager servers over intercluster trunks and between Cisco Unified CallManager and H.323 or Media Gateway Control Protocol (MGCP) gateways that support media protection using SRTP. In these scenarios, if the network path between the two affected devices cannot be trusted, it is strictly recommended to use IPsec. As mentioned before, IPsec does not have to be deployed end to end between Cisco Unified CallManager and its peer; it will be enough to start IPsec at a network device (for instance, a router) that is close to Cisco Unified CallManager. This assumes that the path between Cisco Unified CallManager and the network device that will start IPsec can be trusted.
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How a Cisco IP Telephony Network Protects Against Threats (Cont.) Digest authentication provides some level of authentication in SIP environments (trunks, phones) where TLS is not supported. • It provides authentication only, using an MD5 hash of the username and password. • TLS uses X.509 mutual certificate-based authentication. • If both are supported, use TLS. • On supported phones, enable encrypted configuration files.
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Digest authentication, specified in RFC 3261 and RFC 2617, is based on a client/server model. The server challenges and the client responds. In Cisco Unified CallManager Release 5.0, digest authentication allows Cisco Unified CallManager to act as a server to challenge the identity of a client (a session initiation protocol [SIP] device or application that originates a SIP message) when the client sends a request to Cisco Unified CallManager on the line side. When digest authentication is enabled for a phone, Cisco Unified CallManager challenges all SIP phone requests except keepalive messages. Cisco Unified CallManager does not respond to challenges from line-side phones. Transport Layer Security (TLS) supports mutual certificate-based authentication; packets are authenticated and encrypted. Therefore, TLS provides a higher level of protection than digest authentication. Whenever possible, you should use TLS. For devices that do not support TLS but only digest authentication, you should use digest authentication. When using digest authentication with Cisco IP phones, you should also use encrypted configuration files because the digest credentials are sent to the phone inside the configuration file (by default, in cleartext). TLS is supported for the following Skinny Client Control Protocol (SCCP, or Skinny) phones: Cisco Unified IP Phone 7911, 7940, 7941, 7960, 7961,, 7970, and 7971. With SIP, TLS is supported only on Cisco Unified IP Phone 7911, 7920, 7941, and 7961.
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Secure Signaling Secure signaling in Cisco IP telephony provides authentication and authorization of communicating devices (Cisco IP phones and Cisco Unified CallManager) and authentication of the signaling messages exchanged between them. It can also provide encryption of the signaling messages.



Secure Signaling • Provides authentication and authorization of devices (IP phone and Cisco Unified CallManager) • Provides authentication and encryption of signaling messages exchanged between the devices • Is a prerequisite for secure media transfer because of media key exchange inside Skinny or SIP messages • Uses TLS • Based on Cisco IP telephony PKI solution
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Secure signaling is mandatory (in an authenticated and encrypted fashion) when media transfer is to be secured as well. The reason for this precaution is that the keys used for securing the media channels are exchanged inside signaling messages. Secure signaling is achieved by using TLS and is based on the Cisco IP telephony public key infrastructure (PKI) solution. Note
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For all features that are based on the Cisco IP telephony PKI solution, you must globally configure your Cisco Unified CallManager cluster for security. This process involves extra hardware (security tokens) and considerable configuration change.
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Secure Signaling Using TLS The figure illustrates secure signaling encapsulating SCCP messages in TLS.



Secure Signaling Using TLS



TLS



SCCP or SIP



• Skinny or SIP messages sent inside a protected TLS session • Transport-layer protection • Similar to SSL used for web server access
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In the example, TLS provides transport-layer protection that is similar to Secure Socket Layer (SSL), used for secure web browsing.
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Secure Media Transfer Secure media transfer in Cisco IP telephony provides confidentiality by encrypting the media stream.



Secure Media Transfer • Provides confidentiality—sniffed packets cannot be interpreted (conversation cannot be played back) • Provides integrity and authenticity—conversation cannot be altered during transit (modified, injected, or removed packets are detected) • Requires encrypted signaling • Uses Secure RTP (SRTP) • Based on Cisco IP telephony PKI solution
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If media streams are captured, they cannot be interpreted and the conversation cannot be played back. Secure media transfer also provides integrity and authenticity so that the packets cannot be altered while in transit. If an attacker modifies, removes, or adds Real-Time Transport Protocol (RTP) packets, the receiver detects this manipulation because of the missing or incorrect authentication data. Secure media transfer requires encrypted signaling because media encryption keys are exchanged over signaling channels. SRTP is used for secure media transfer and is based on the Cisco IP telephony PKI solution.
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Secure Media Transfer Using SRTP For secure media transfer, SRTP is used instead of RTP, which is insecure, to exchange voice packets between IP phones.



Secure Media Transfer Using SRTP



TLS



TLS SRTP SCCP or SIP



• RTP packets sent encrypted • Standards-based—uses RFC 3711 (Secure RTP) • Application-layer (inside-payload) protection; protocol headers stay the same © 2006 Cisco Systems, Inc. All rights reserved.
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SRTP is standards-based (RFC 3711, The Secure Real-Time Transport Protocol) and is an application-layer encryption method that performs inside-payload encryption where the protocol headers do not change. Because the headers in RTP and SRTP are the same, an attacker who sniffs the conversation does not know whether the RTP stream has been encrypted when examining the packet header only. Only on further analyzing the sniffed packets and trying to play them back can the attacker recognize that the audio has been encrypted.
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Authentication of IP Phone Images To ensure the integrity of Cisco IP phone images that are loaded from a TFTP server, authenticated images are used.



Authentication of IP Phone Images • Totally independent from the Cisco IP telephony PKI solution • Supported on all IP phones • Images signed by Cisco manufacturing (using a private key) • Cisco CallManager Release 3.3(3) and later IP phone images: contain the corresponding public key • Allows new images to be verified without any additional configuration • Also checks image device type (prevents loading the incorrect image to an IP phone model)
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IP phone image authentication is supported on all Cisco IP phone models. With image authentication, the images are signed by Cisco manufacturing (using a private key) and the signature is appended to the actual firmware. IP phone image authentication was introduced with Cisco CallManager Release 3.3(3). In this and later versions, phone images include the public key that corresponds to the private key used by Cisco manufacturing to sign phone images. In addition, the firmware accepts new images only if the signature is authentic. IP phone image authentication does not need any additional configuration and it is totally independent of the Cisco IP telephony PKI that is used for other features. The phone also checks the image device type so that incorrect images (those for other phone models) are not loaded. Note
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If you need to downgrade to an IP phone image that does not yet support IP phone image authentication (earlier than Cisco CallManager Release 3.3(3)), a special “breakout” image can be obtained from the Cisco Technical Assistance Center (TAC). Simply trying to load an older image does not work because the current image will accept only signed images.
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Phone Image Verification The figure shows an IP phone that has an image supporting the IP phone image authentication feature.



Phone Image Verification CTL Image.bin.sgn Config1.xml.sgn Config2.xml.sgn Config3.xml.sgn



TFTP Server



Binary Executable File Cisco IP Phone Image Signature



Public Key of Cisco



Image.bin.sgn TFTP



• The administrator installs a new Cisco-signed IP phone image on the TFTP server. • The IP phone verifies the signature using the corresponding public key already embedded in the existing IP phone image.
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The administrator installs a new IP phone image on the TFTP server that was signed by Cisco development. An IP phone loading that image verifies the signature of the image using the public key that is embedded in the existing image.
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Authentication of IP Phone Configuration Files In addition to IP phone images, IP phone configuration files can be signed as well. Signed IP phone configuration files are implemented differently from signed images.



Authentication of IP Phone Configuration Files CTL Image.bin.sgn Config1.xml.sgn Config2.xml.sgn Config3.xml.sgn



TFTP Server



XML Configuration File Signature of TFTP Server



TFTP



Public Key of TFTP



Config2.xml.sgn TFTP



• Configuration files signed by the TFTP server • Phone verifies signature before applying configuration • Uses Cisco IP telephony PKI solution • Stops tampering with configuration files on the TFTP server or in transit © 2006 Cisco Systems, Inc. All rights reserved.
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The configuration files are signed by the Cisco TFTP server (with its private key). An IP phone loading a new configuration verifies the configuration file before applying it. The IP phone needs the public key of the TFTP server to do so. Except for the Cisco development public key, the public key of the TFTP server is different for every installation and cannot be embedded in the firmware of the IP phone. Therefore, verification must use the Cisco IP telephony PKI. Authenticated IP phone configuration files prevent tampering with the files on the TFTP server or in transit. Note
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Because authenticated IP phone configuration files depend on the existence of a Cisco IP telephony PKI, the deployment of this feature is far more complex than deploying signed IP phone images. However, when you enable your cluster for security, authentication of phone configuration files is automatic for all IP phones that are configured for secure operation.
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Encryption of IP Phone Configuration Files Encryption of phone configuration files is a feature introduced with Cisco Unified CallManager Release 5.



Encryption of IP Phone Configuration Files



Image.bin.sgn Config1.xml.sgn Config2.xml.sgn Config3.xml.sgn



XML Configuration File with Encrypted Content



TFTP Server



Symmetric Key Used for Encryption and Decryption



Config2.xml.sgn.eng TFTP



• Configuration file content encrypted • Phone decrypts configuration file before applying configuration • Can use Cisco IP telephony PKI solution (for safe exchange of symmetric encryption and decryption key) or manually entered key • Stops sniffing of configuration files on the TFTP server or in transit © 2006 Cisco Systems, Inc. All rights reserved.
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It protects privileged information in the configuration file in transit from the Cisco Unified CallManager TFTP server to the phone. The configuration file contains information that many organizations might deem sensitive, such as SIP digest authentication credentials (username and password) and the IP addresses for Cisco Unified CallManager, TFTP server, and more. Encrypted configuration files are available on all SIP loads and Enhanced SCCP loads (Cisco Unified IP Phone 7970 or later). When the phone receives an encrypted configuration file, it decrypts the content before applying the received configuration. This feature can use certificates (for the safe exchange of the symmetric key that was used to encrypt the configuration file), or the symmetric encryption key can be entered into the phone manually. Encrypted configuration files stop sniffing of the content of configuration files at the TFTP server itself and when the file is in transit.
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PKI Topologies in Cisco IP Telephony This topic describes possible PKI topologies in Cisco IP telephony.



PKI Topologies in Cisco IP Telephony Cisco IP telephony PKI is not a single PKI system: • Cisco Unified CallManager servers certificates are self-signed. • MICs on Cisco Unified IP Phone 7971, 7970, 7961, 7941, 7911 models are signed by Cisco manufacturing CA. • LSCs on any supported Cisco IP phone models (including the ones that support MICs) are signed by Cisco Unified CallManager CAPF or by an external CA. • External CAs are supported in Cisco Unified CallManager 4.x. • Current versions of Cisco Unified CallManager 5 do not support external CAs.
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Unlike classic enterprise PKI deployments, the PKI topology in Cisco IP telephony is not a single PKI system. Instead of having a single certification authority (CA) that issues all certificates, there are several instances issuing certificates: „



Self-signed certificates: Cisco Unified CallManager and other servers issue their certificates on their own.



„



Certificates signed by the Cisco manufacturing CA: Cisco Unified IP Phone 7970 models have manufacturing installed certificates (MICs).



„



Certificates signed by Cisco Unified CallManager Certificate Authority Proxy Function (CAPF) or by an external CA: One of these two options is used to issue locally significant certificates (LSCs) to Cisco Unified IP Phone 7940, 7960, or 7970 models.



Note
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External CAs are supported in Cisco Unified CallManager Release 4.x. Current versions of Cisco Unified CallManager Release 5 do not support external CAs. At the time of the creation of this material, the most recent version of Cisco Unified CallManager was 5.0(4). Customers that use a third-party CA with Cisco Unified CallManager Release 4.x, should reissue LSCs with a long expiration period (at least six months) from their third-party CA before migrating to Cisco Unified CallManager Release 5. This way, these LSCs will be valid until third-party CA support has been added to Cisco Unified CallManager Release 5.
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Cisco IP Telephony Self-Signed Certificate PKI Topologies The figure illustrates several IP telephony services with self-signed certificates.



Cisco IP Telephony Self-Signed Certificate PKI Topologies CCM1



CCM1 Private Key of CCM1



Private Key of TFTP Public Key of CCM1



Public Key of TFTP



Public Key of CCM1



Public Key of TFTP



CCM2



CCM2



TFTP



TFTP



CAPF



CAPF



Private Key of CCM2



Private Key of CAPF Public Key of CCM2



Public Key of CAPF



Public Key of CCM2



Public Key of CAPF



• Each Cisco Unified CallManager has a self-signed certificate. • Cisco Unified CallManager TFTP servers also have self-signed certificates. • If the CAPF is used (needed for LSC), it also has a self-signed certificate. • All of them act as their own PKI root. © 2006 Cisco Systems, Inc. All rights reserved.
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The self-signed certificates shown in the example are as follows: „



Each Cisco Unified CallManager has a self-signed certificate.



„



Cisco Unified CallManager TFTP servers have self-signed certificates.



„



If the CAPF is used (needed for LSC), it has a self-signed certificate.



All of them act as their own PKI root.
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Cisco IP Telephony MIC PKI Topology This figure shows the PKI used for MICs.



Cisco IP Telephony MIC PKI Topology Cisco CA



Phone



Issue Certificate During Production



Private Key of Phone Public Key of Phone Public Key of Phone



Private Key of Cisco CA



Cisco CA



Cisco CA



Public Key of Cisco CA



Public Key of Cisco CA



Public Key of Cisco CA



• Cisco IP phone models that ship with MICs have a public and a private key pair, a MIC for the phone, and a Cisco manufacturing CA certificate installed. • The certificate of the IP phone is signed by the Cisco manufacturing CA. • Cisco manufacturing CA is the PKI root for all MICs.
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The PKI used for MICs has the following characteristics: „



Cisco IP phones with MICs have a public and private key pair, a MIC for their own public key, and a Cisco manufacturing CA certificate, all installed during production.



„



The IP phone certificate (MIC) is signed by the Cisco manufacturing CA.



The Cisco manufacturing CA is the PKI root for all MICs. Cisco IP phones that have MICs are the Cisco Unified IP Phone 7911, 7941, 7961, 7970, and 7971 models.
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Cisco IP Telephony LSC PKI Topology Cisco Unified IP Phone 7940 and 7960 models do not have a MIC installed.



Cisco IP Telephony LSC PKI Topology CAPF Acting as a CA CCM1



CAPF Acting as a Proxy CCM1



CAPF



Enterprise CA CAPF Enroll



Enroll



Enroll



• LSCs can be used on phones with MICs or on Cisco Unified IP Phone 7940 and 7960 when using SCCP. • They use LSCs issued either by the CAPF or by an external CA. • The CAPF or external CA is the root for all LSCs. • External CAs are currently not supported with Cisco Unified CallManager 5. © 2006 Cisco Systems, Inc. All rights reserved.
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They have to request an LSC from the CAPF, which is signed in one of two ways: „



The CAPF can issue the certificate on its own (acting as a CA).



„



The CAPF can issue proxy enrollment requests to an external CA, and the external CA issues the certificate.



The CAPF or an external CA is the root for all LSCs. Note
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External CAs are currently not supported with Cisco Unified CallManager Release 5.
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Independent, Separated PKI Topologies As illustrated in the figure, several PKI topologies may coexist in an IP telephony network.



Independent, Separated PKI Topologies CCM1



CCM1 Private Key of CCM1



Private Key of TFTP Public Key of TFTP



Public Key of CCM1 Public Key of CCM1



Cisco CA



TFTP



TFTP



Public Key of TFTP



MIC



7941



Cisco CA



Public Key of 7941



LSC



7940



CAPF CA



CAPF



Public Key of 7940



Several IP telephony PKI topologies: • No single root but multiple independent PKI topologies • No trust relationship between the different topologies • Trusted introducer needed, bringing all topologies together—CTL Client provides that function © 2006 Cisco Systems, Inc. All rights reserved.
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There is no single root; instead there are multiple independent PKI topologies. At the point shown in the figure, there is no trust relationship among these PKIs. A trusted introducer is needed, bringing all the PKI topologies together. The Cisco Certificate Trust List (CTL) client provides that function.
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PKI Enrollment in Cisco IP Telephony The Cisco CTL client itself has a certificate issued by the Cisco manufacturing CA.



CTL Client Signed List of Certificate Issuers



CCM1



CCM1



Cisco CTL Client Public Key of CCM1 TFTP



TFTP



PUB



CAPF



Public Key of TFTP



Public Key of PUB



Public Key of CAPF



Cisco CA



Cisco CA



Cisco CA



Public Key of Cisco CTL Client



Public Key of Cisco CA



Public Key of Cisco CTL Client



TFTP



Public Key of TFTP



CAPF



Private Key of Cisco CTL Client



CAPF



Public Key of CAPF



• • • •



Cisco CTL Client



Public Key of Cisco CTL Client



Has a certificate issued by the Cisco CA Obtains certificates of all certificate-issuing instances (PKI roots) Creates a list (CTL) containing all obtained certificates and signs the list Cisco CTL client keys physically stored on a security token
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The Cisco CTL client obtains the certificates of all entities that issue certificates (self-signed certificates only or certificates for other devices). Then the Cisco CTL client signs the list of these certificates, the CTL, using its private key. The public and private keys of the Cisco CTL client are stored on a smart token called a security token. Now there is a single, trusted introducer in the system again: The Cisco CTL client “introduces” trusted devices, not by signing their certificates but by signing a list of trusted certificates signed by several PKI roots. Note



The CTL can be compared to the root certificate store of Microsoft Internet Explorer. Both are a list of trusted certificate-issuing entities.



The CTL usually includes these certificates:
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„



Cisco Unified CallManager certificates: Each Cisco Unified CallManager has a selfsigned certificate. It allows Cisco Unified CallManager to authenticate to a device (IP phone) during device registration.



„



TFTP server certificate: The TFTP server that provides the IP phone with files, such as the IP phone image or the IP phone configuration file, is trusted by the IP phone only if the TFTP server is listed in the CTL of the IP phone.



„



CAPF certificate: When you are using LSCs, the CAPF issues certificates to the IP phones. The certificate of the CAPF allows the CAPF to authenticate to an IP phone during the enrollment.
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„



Cisco certificate: MICs and the certificate of the security tokens (storing the keys used by the Cisco CTL client) are issued by the Cisco manufacturing CA. To allow the phone to verify certificates issued by this Cisco CA, the phone needs the certificate of the Cisco manufacturing CA.



„



Cisco CTL client certificate: The Cisco CTL client signs the CTL using one of the security tokens. The certificates of the Cisco CTL client (one per security token) have to be known to the IP phone to allow verification of the signature of the CTL.



CTL Download When an IP phone boots, the CTL is downloaded from the TFTP server.



CTL Download Cisco CTL Client TFTP
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• The CTL is sent to the IP phones over TFTP at boot. • The CTL contains all entities that issue certificates. • The IP phone now knows which issuers are trusted. © 2006 Cisco Systems, Inc. All rights reserved.
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The CTL contains all certificates of the entities that issued certificates. This list allows the IP phone to know which PKI roots to trust and to trust all certificates that have been issued by any PKI root contained in the CTL.
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Cisco CTL Client Application The Cisco CTL client software, available as a plug-in application on Cisco Unified CallManager Administration, is used to create or update the CTL.



Cisco CTL Client Application • Cisco CTL client software is used to create or update the CTL. • The CTL is signed by Cisco CTL client keys that are among the administrator security tokens, which are all signed by the Cisco CA. • The CTL file must be updated only when new IP telephony servers or new security tokens are added to the system. • The CTL also acts as an authorization list specifying which certificates belong to which IP telephony function (such as Cisco Unified CallManager and TFTP). Security Token © 2006 Cisco Systems, Inc. All rights reserved.
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When the list is accurate, the Cisco CTL client ensures that the CTL is signed by the keys of the Cisco CTL client. These keys are stored on an external Universal Serial Bus (USB) device—the security token. When the CTL needs to be signed, the Cisco CTL client passes the CTL to the security token, and the security token signs it and then returns the signed CTL to the Cisco CTL client application. The Cisco CTL client itself does not have access to the private key stored on the security token. Therefore, it is not the Cisco CTL client application that actually signs the CTL; the Cisco CTL client only interacts with the security token, requesting that the security token create the signature. The public key of a security token is signed by the Cisco manufacturing CA during production, and the appropriate certificate is also stored on the security token itself. The CTL file needs to be updated after configuration changes, such as changing or adding IP telephony servers or security tokens to the system. The CTL also acts as an authorization list because it specifies which certificates belong to which IP telephony function. A TFTP server, for instance, is not allowed to sign a CTL, only IP phone configuration files. The CAPF, as another example, is allowed to sign the LSCs of other IP phones but not the CTL or any TFTP files.
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CTL Verification on the IP Phone Every time that an IP phone receives a new CTL, the new CTL is verified. It is accepted by the IP phone only if it was signed by the Cisco CTL client using one of the administrator tokens.



CTL Verification on the IP Phone Existing CTL on the Phone Cisco CTL Client TFTP
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Every time the IP phone receives a new CTL, it is verified: • CTL must be signed by one of the authorized security tokens (public key for signature verification is taken from the existing CTL on the IP phone). • Security token certificate is verified using the public key of the Cisco manufacturing CA (also taken from the existing CTL on the IP phone). © 2006 Cisco Systems, Inc. All rights reserved.
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The phone can verify the signature using the public key (the certificate) of the Cisco CTL client (in fact, the certificate of the appropriate administrator token), which must be included in the currently installed (“old”) CTL. This certificate of the administrator token is signed by the Cisco manufacturing CA. This signature is also validated by using the certificate of the Cisco manufacturing CA, which also must be included in the currently installed CTL. This concept works well as long as the phone already has a CTL.
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Initial Deployment Issue For the first download of a CTL to an IP phone, there is an issue: How does an IP phone know which administrator tokens are trusted without already having a CTL?



Initial Deployment Issue How does an IP phone know which security token is trusted without already having the CTL? • Problem occurs only at initial deployment, when the IP phone does not yet have a local CTL. • Any security token could pretend to be a valid token in this IP telephony system. • The problem can be solved by downloading the initial CTL over a trusted network. • If the CTL is erased in the IP phone, the same problem occurs.
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This problem occurs only at initial deployment, when the phone does not yet have a local CTL. In this case, any administrator token could pretend to be a valid token for the IP telephony system in question. An attacker could either replace the CTL file on the TFTP server with a falsified file or change the CTL file in the path between the IP phone and the TFTP server. The problem can be solved by downloading the initial CTL over a trusted network to ensure that no falsified initial CTL is loaded to the phone. When the phone has a valid CTL, it will trust new CTLs only if they are signed using a security token that is already known to the IP phone. If the CTL file in the IP phone is erased, the same problem occurs. Again, you must ensure that the next CTL download is done over a trusted network path because the IP phone will blindly accept any CTL. After the IP phone is deployed, it is usually difficult to trust the network path between the phone and Cisco Unified CallManager. Therefore, a user should not be able to erase the initially installed CTL. There are two ways to remove a CTL from an IP phone: a factory reset or the IP phone Settings menu. A factory reset is not simple, but using the Settings menu is rather easy. To prevent users from using the Settings menu to remove the CTL, you should disable settings access at the phone. Note
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When using authentication strings as the authentication method during CAPF phone certificate operations, you have to enable settings access during the enrollment. After successful enrollment, you should then disable settings access again.
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PKI Enrollment in Cisco IP Telephony To obtain a signed certificate, an IP phone needs to enroll with the entity that will issue (sign) the certificate.



PKI Enrollment in Cisco IP Telephony • With MICs, enrollment is done by Cisco manufacturing CA: – The IP phone has the private and public RSA keys, a certificate issued by the Cisco manufacturing CA, and the certificate of the Cisco manufacturing CA installed. – No other IP phone PKI provisioning tasks are required. • With LSCs, enrollment has to be done by the customer: – The MIC (if available) remains on the IP phone, even when an LSC is used. • MICs are supported on the Cisco Unified IP Phone 7971, 7970, 7961, 7941, and 7911, while LSCs are supported on Cisco IP Unified Phone 7940 and 7960 when using SCCP and on all models that support MICs. – If both a MIC and an LSC exist in an IP phone, the LSC has priority.
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During enrollment, the phone gets the certificate of the issuer and then sends its data to the issuer asking for a (signed) certificate. IP phone enrollment depends on the type of certificate. With MICs, enrollment was done by Cisco manufacturing during production. When the IP phone is shipped to the customer, it already has its public and private keys, a certificate issued by the Cisco manufacturing CA, and the certificate of the Cisco manufacturing CA installed. No other PKI provisioning tasks are required. With LSCs, enrollment has to be done by the customer. MICs always remain on the phone, even if an LSC is added. MICs are supported on the Cisco IP Phone 797x, 7961, 7941, and 7911, while LSCs are supported on the Cisco IP Phone 7940, 7960 when using SCCP, and on all models that support MICs. If both a MIC and an LSC exist in an IP phone, the LSC has priority.
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CAPF Acting as a CA The figure illustrates the enrollment procedure when an IP phone obtains an LSC from the CAPF acting as a CA.
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The phone generates its public and private key pairs. The phone downloads the certificate of the CAPF and establishes a TLS session with the CAPF with it. The phone enrolls with the CAPF, sending its identity, its public key, and an optional authentication string. The CAPF issues a certificate for the phone signed with its private key. The CAPF sends the signed certificate to the phone.
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These are the steps to obtain an LSC from the CAPF acting as a CA: Step 1



The IP phone generates its public and private key pairs.



Step 2



The IP phone downloads the certificate of the CAPF and uses it to establish a TLS session with the CAPF.



Step 3



The IP phone enrolls with the CAPF, sending its identity, its public key, and an optional authentication string.



Step 4



The CAPF issues a certificate for the IP phone signed with its private key.



Step 5



The CAPF sends the signed certificate to the IP phone.



Note
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External CAs are currently not supported with Cisco Unified CallManager Release 5.
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CAPF Acting as a Proxy to an External CA The figure illustrates the enrollment procedure when an IP phone obtains an LSC from the CAPF acting as a proxy to an external CA.
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1. The phone generates its public and private key pairs. 2. The phone downloads the certificate of the CAPF and establishes a TLS session with the CAPF with it. 3. The phone sends an enrollment request to the CAPF, including its identity, its public key, and an optional authentication string. 4. The CAPF forwards the request to the external CA. 5. The external CA issues a certificate for the phone signed with its private key. 6. The external CA sends the signed phone certificate to the CAPF. 7. The CAPF sends the signed phone certificate to the phone. © 2006 Cisco Systems, Inc. All rights reserved.
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These are the steps to obtain an LSC from the CAPF acting as a proxy to an external CA: Step 1



The IP phone generates its public and private key pairs.



Step 2



The IP phone downloads the certificate of the CAPF and uses it to establish a TLS session with the CAPF.



Step 3



The IP phone sends an enrollment request to the CAPF including its identity, its public key, and an optional authentication string.



Step 4



The CAPF forwards the request to the external CA.



Step 5



The external CA issues a certificate for the IP phone signed with private key of the CA.



Step 6



The external CA sends the signed IP phone certificate to the CAPF.



Step 7



The CAPF sends the signed IP phone certificate to the phone.
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Keys and Certificate Storage in Cisco IP Telephony This topic describes where various devices store their keys and certificates.



Keys and Certificate Storage in Cisco IP Telephony • IP phones: Keys and certificate are stored in IP phone nonvolatile memory. • IP telephony servers (Cisco Unified CallManager, CAPF, TFTP): Keys and certificate are stored on the hard disk of the Cisco Unified CallManager appliance (no user access). • Cisco CTL client (trusted introducer): Keys and certificate are stored on security tokens.
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Key storage is a major part of key management, because an improperly stored key may enable an attacker to compromise parts of the PKI or the whole PKI. The IP phone stores its public and private RSA keys and its certificate in its nonvolatile memory. This information is preserved across phone reboots and resets. The keys cannot be extracted from the IP phone unless the phone is taken apart and the nonvolatile memory is then physically analyzed. The IP telephony servers (Cisco Unified CallManager, CAPF, and TFTP server) store certificates on their local hard disks. With the appliance model, introduced with Cisco Unified CallManager Release 5, neither users nor administrators have direct access to the hard disk, and keys are thus stored in a safe way, accessible only by the system itself. The Cisco CTL client stores its public and private RSA keys on the security tokens supplied by Cisco. The keys are embedded on the token during production, and the token is designed never to leak these keys from its memory.
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Authentication, Integrity, and Authorization This topic describes how to secure calls to provide authentication and integrity for signaling messages and media transfers.



Authentication and Integrity Cisco Unified CallManager allows authentication of calls: • Device authentication for the IP phone and the server is provided using device certificates and digital signatures. • Authentication and integrity of signaling messages are provided using TLS SHA-1 HMAC.
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Cisco Unified CallManager allows authentication of calls. When you are configuring devices for authenticated calls, two services are provided: „



Device authentication for the IP phone and the server: Achieved by using device certificates and digital signatures



„



Authentication and integrity of signaling messages: Achieved by using TLS Secure Hash Algorithm 1 (SHA-1) Hash-Based Message Authentication Code (HMAC) (with symmetric keys)
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Certificate Exchange in TLS The figure illustrates the certificate exchange that occurs at the beginning of a TLS session.



Certificate Exchange in TLS Phone Hello Cisco Unified CallManager Hello Cisco Unified CallManager Certificate Certificate Request Phone Certificate



• At the beginning of a TLS session, the server and the IP phone exchange certificates in a TLS handshake. • The certificates are then validated.
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The Cisco Unified CallManager server and the IP phone first exchange certificates using the following messages: Step 1



The IP phone and the Cisco Unified CallManager server negotiate the cryptographic algorithms in the IP phone Hello and Cisco Unified CallManager Hello messages.



Step 2



The server sends its (self-signed) certificate to the IP phone.



Step 3



The server requests a certificate from the IP phone.



Step 4



The IP phone sends its certificate to the server.



At this point, both the IP phone and the server validate the certificates they just received over the network:
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„



The IP phone simply looks up the certificate of the server in its local certificate store. The received certificate must be found locally because it must have been sent in the CTL. If it is not included in the CTL, the session is dropped. If it is found, the public key of the server is extracted from the certificate.



„



The server looks up the IP phone in the local device database to see whether this IP phone is known and authorized to connect via TLS. Then the certificate of the IP phone is validated using the locally available CAPF public key (from the CAPF certificate); if the certificate is valid, the public key of the IP phone is extracted from the IP phone certificate.
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Server-to-Phone Authentication The next stage of the TLS handshake is authentication of the server by the IP phone.



Server-to-Phone Authentication Phone Hello Cisco Unified CallManager Hello Cisco Unified CallManager Certificate Certificate Request Phone Certificate Challenge1 Response1



• The IP phone sends a random challenge to the server and requests that the server sign it. • The server signs the random challenge with its RSA private key and returns it to the IP phone. • The IP phone verifies the signature using the RSA public key of the server (available locally in the CTL). © 2006 Cisco Systems, Inc. All rights reserved.
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A simplified version of the authentication steps is shown in the figure: Step 1



The IP phone generates a random challenge string and sends it to the server, requesting that the server sign it with the private RSA key of the server.



Step 2



The server signs the message with its private RSA key and returns the result (response) to the IP phone.



Step 3



The IP phone verifies the signature using the public key of the server.
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Phone-to-Server Authentication After the server has authenticated to the IP phone, the IP phone needs to authenticate to the server.



Phone-to-Server Authentication Phone Hello Cisco Unified CallManager Hello Cisco Unified CallManager Certificate Certificate Request Phone Certificate Challenge1 Response1 Challenge2 Response2



• The server sends a random challenge to the IP phone and requests that the phone sign it. • The IP phone signs the random challenge with its RSA private key and returns it to the server. • The server verifies the signature using the RSA public key of the IP phone just received over the network (in the certificate). © 2006 Cisco Systems, Inc. All rights reserved.
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A simplified version of the authentication steps is shown in the figure: Step 1



The server generates a random challenge string and sends it to the IP phone, requesting that the IP phone sign it with the private RSA key of the IP phone.



Step 2



The IP phone signs the message with its private RSA key and returns the result (response) to the server.



Step 3



The server verifies the signature with the public key of the IP phone.



Note
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In the certificate of the IP phone, the public key of the IP phone is tied to the identity of the IP phone. Because Cisco Unified CallManager identifies an IP phone by MAC address and not by IP address or name, the MAC address of the phone is used as the identifier in the certificate of the IP phone.
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TLS SHA-1 Session Key Exchange The figure shows the session key exchange that occurs after the bidirectional authentication.



TLS SHA-1 Session Key Exchange Phone Hello Cisco Unified CallManager Hello Cisco Unified CallManager Certificate Certificate Request Phone Certificate Challenge1 Response1 Challenge2 Response2 Key Exchange



• The IP phone generates a session key for SHA-1 hashing, encrypts it using the public RSA key of the server, and sends it to the server. • The server decrypts the message, and now the IP phone and the server can start signing signaling messages (signaling channel integrity). © 2006 Cisco Systems, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Session key exchange includes these steps: Step 1



The IP phone generates a session key for SHA-1 hashing.



Step 2



The IP phone encrypts it using the public RSA key of the server and sends it to the server.



Step 3



The server decrypts the message and thus also knows which key to use for SHA-1 hashing of the TLS packets.
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Authenticated Signaling Using TLS The IP phone and the server can now exchange signaling messages over authenticated TLS.



Authenticated Signaling Using TLS
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Each signaling message (SCCP or SIP) is carried over authenticated (signed) TLS packets.
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The authenticated TLS session ensures the integrity and authenticity of each signaling message exchanged between the two devices.
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Encryption This topic describes how to secure calls to provide confidentiality for signaling messages and media transfers.



Encryption Cisco Unified CallManager also allows encryption of calls: • For signaling messages, using TLS encryption with AES encryption • For media transfer, using SRTP AES encryption



To ensure the authenticity of encrypted packets, encryption is supported only if combined with authentication (applies to both TLS and SRTP).
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In addition to authentication and integrity, Cisco Unified CallManager provides confidentiality of calls by using encryption. When configuring devices for encrypted calls, signaling messages and media streams are encrypted as follows: „



Signaling messages are encrypted using TLS encryption with Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) 128-bit encryption.



„



Media streams are encrypted using SRTP with AES 128-bit encryption.



To ensure the authenticity of encrypted packets, in Cisco Unified CallManager, encryption is supported only if combined with authentication. This limitation applies to both protocols, TLS and SRTP.
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Note



It is a general rule in cryptography to always complement packet encryption with packet authentication. If encryption is used without authentication, the receiver of an encrypted packet has no guarantee that the packet comes from the expected source. If an attacker does not know the key to be used for the encryption, the attacker might not be able to send valid data but could send arbitrary data to keep the receiver busy with decrypting the packets. Because this decryption performed at the receiver can cause considerable processing overhead, an attacker could launch a DoS attack just by flooding a system with packets that will be decrypted by the receiver. In some situations, the attacker could even inject incorrect data into the application. This is possible when the sent data does not have any special format but when any bit patterns are considered to be valid data and are accepted by the receiver. An example would be encrypted digitized voice samples. An example where the receiver can detect invalid data is the transfer of an encrypted Microsoft Word file. In this case, after decrypting the received arbitrary data (or a valid file that has been encrypted with an incorrect key) the receiver would not recognize the file as a valid Word document.



TLS AES Encryption If an IP phone is configured for encryption, it will create not only a SHA-1 key but also an AES key after the two-way authentication in TLS.



TLS SHA-1 Session Key Exchange Phone Hello Cisco Unified CallManager Hello Cisco Unified CallManager Certificate



Certificate Request Phone Certificate Challenge1 Response1 Challenge2 Response2 Key Exchange



• The IP phone generates a session key for SHA-1 hashing, encrypts it using the public RSA key of the server, and sends it to the server. • The server decrypts the message, and now the IP phone and the server can start signing signaling messages (signaling channel integrity). © 2006 Cisco Systems, Inc. All rights reserved.
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The IP phone encrypts both keys using the public RSA key of the server and then sends them to the server. The server decrypts the message so that the IP phone and the server can exchange signaling messages over authenticated and encrypted TLS packets. In Cisco IP telephony, TLS encryption requires TLS authentication so that the authenticity of the encrypted TLS packets is always guaranteed.
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SRTP Media Encryption Media streams are encrypted by using SRTP. Cisco Unified CallManager generates the SRTP session keys (for media authentication and media encryption) and sends them to the IP phones inside signaling messages.



SRTP Media Encryption • SRTP session keys (for media authentication and media encryption) are generated by: – The phone itself, if using SIP – Cisco Unified CallManager, if using SCCP • Keys are sent (SCCP) or passed on (SIP) to the IP phones by Cisco Unified CallManager inside signaling messages. • To ensure protection of media key distribution, encrypted signaling is mandatory.
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If the signaling messages are not protected, an attacker could easily learn the SRTP keys just by sniffing the signaling messages. To ensure protection of the key distribution, encrypted signaling is mandatory in Cisco Unified CallManager when media streams are encrypted. As stated before, in Cisco Unified CallManager, encrypted packets always have to be signed to ensure the authenticity of the source and the content of the packet. To summarize, for security reasons, these rules apply to Cisco Unified CallManager authentication and encryption: „



Signaling encryption requires signaling authentication.



„



Media encryption requires media authentication and signaling encryption (hence also signaling authentication).



In addition, for no security-related reasons, Cisco Unified CallManager security is implemented as follows: „



Media authentication requires media encryption.



„



Signaling encryption requires media encryption.



As a consequence of these rules, you can configure one of the following secure operation modes in Cisco Unified CallManager: „



Authenticated: This mode provides authenticated signaling only (TLS SHA-1).



„



Encrypted: This mode provides authenticated and encrypted signaling (TLS SHA-1 and TLS AES) and authenticated and encrypted media transfer (SRTP SHA-1 and SRTP AES).
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SRTP Packet Format As shown in the figure the SRTP packet header does not differ from an RTP packet header.



SRTP Packet Format V
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Time Stamp Synchronization Source (SSRC) Identifier Contributing Sources (CSRC) Identifier ... RTP Extension (Optional) RTP Payload SRTP MKI—0 Bytes for Voice SHA-1 Authentication Tag (Truncated Fingerprint) Encrypted Data © 2006 Cisco Systems, Inc. All rights reserved.
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The RTP payload differs only in the sense that it is not cleartext voice but encrypted voice. In addition to the encrypted payload, a 32-bit SHA-1 authentication tag is added to the packet. The authentication tag holds the first 32 bits of the 160-bit SHA-1 hash digest computed from the RTP header and the encrypted voice payload (“truncated fingerprint”). As you can see from the figure, the RTP packet header and the RTP payload (encrypted voice) are authenticated. Therefore, RTP encryption is performed before RTP authentication. Note
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The SRTP Master Key Index (MKI) shown in the figure is optional and not used in secure IP telephony.
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SRTP Encryption The figure illustrates the process of SRTP encryption.
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• The sender encrypts the RTP payload using the AES algorithm and the AES key received from Cisco Unified CallManager. • The receiver uses the same AES key (also received from Cisco Unified CallManager) to decrypt the RTP payload.
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SRTP encryption works in the following way: 1. The sender encrypts the RTP payload using the AES algorithm and the AES key that it received from Cisco Unified CallManager when the call was set up. 2. The receiver uses the same AES key (also received from Cisco Unified CallManager) to decrypt the RTP payload.
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SRTP Authentication The figure illustrates the process of SRTP authentication.



SRTP Authentication Voice or Encrypted Voice
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• The sender hashes the RTP payload together with the SHA-1 key received from Cisco Unified CallManager. • The hash digest is added to the RTP packet, and the combined packet is sent to the receiver. • The receiver uses the same SHA-1 key (also received from Cisco Unified CallManager) to verify the hash digest. © 2006 Cisco Systems, Inc. All rights reserved.
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SRTP authentication works in the following way: 1. The sender hashes the RTP header and the RTP payload together with the SHA-1 key that it received from Cisco Unified CallManager when the call was set up. 2. The first 32 bits of the hash digest are added to the RTP packet, and the packet is then sent to the receiver. 3. The receiver uses the same SHA-1 key (also received from Cisco Unified CallManager) to verify the hash digest. Note
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Cisco IP telephony endpoints always encrypt and authenticate RTP packets. These two processes (encryption and authentication) have been illustrated separately only to explain the functionalities independently.
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Secure Call Flow Summary A secure call flow can be summarized as shown in the figure.



Secure Call Flow Summary 1.



IP phones and Cisco Unified CallManager exchange certificates.



2.



IP phones and Cisco Unified CallManager authenticate each other.



3.



IP phones create TLS session keys for SHA-1 authentication and AES encryption.



4.



IP phones encrypt session keys with Cisco Unified CallManager public key and send the keys to Cisco Unified CallManager.



5.



Cisco Unified CallManager shares TLS keys with each IP phone and starts secure exchange of signaling messages.



6.



Session keys for SRTP SHA-1 authentication and SRTP AES encryption are generated and then exchanged via Cisco Unified CallManager.



7.



IP phones share SRTP keys and start secure media exchange.
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When a call is placed between two IP phones when encryption is enabled, the following sequence occurs: Step 1



The IP phones and Cisco Unified CallManager exchange certificates.



Step 2



The IP phones and Cisco Unified CallManager authenticate each other by requesting some random data to be signed. When this process is finished, Cisco Unified CallManager and the IP phones know that the other devices are authentic.



Step 3



Each IP phone creates TLS session keys. One key will be used for TLS SHA-1 authentication; the other key will be used for TLS AES encryption.



Step 4



Each IP phone encrypts the generated keys with the public key of Cisco Unified CallManager and sends the encrypted keys to Cisco Unified CallManager.



Step 5



Now each IP phone shares its session keys with Cisco Unified CallManager. At this stage, each phone can exchange signaling messages with Cisco Unified CallManager over an authenticated and encrypted TLS session.



Step 6



When the call is established between the two SCCP IP phones, Cisco Unified CallManager creates SRTP session keys. One key is used for SRTP SHA-1 authentication; the other key is used for SRTP AES encryption. Different keys are used for each direction. In the case of SIP phones, session keys are generated by the phone; however, they are again exchanged via Cisco Unified CallManager because there is no direct signaling connection between the phones.



Step 7



Cisco Unified CallManager sends the generated SRTP session keys to both IP phones over the secured TLS session.



Step 8



The IP phones now share the session keys for authenticating and encrypting their RTP packets. At this stage, the two IP phones can start secure media exchange.
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Summary This topic summarizes the key points that were discussed in this lesson.



Summary • Threats targeting Cisco IP telephony include eavesdropping, IP phone image and configuration file tampering, and DoS attacks. • Cisco IP telephony uses authentication and encryption techniques to protect against such threats. • There is no single PKI topology in Cisco IP telephony. • IP phones can use preinstalled certificates (MICs) or use LSCs issued by CAPF or a company CA. The Cisco CTL client acts as a trusted introducer for the various PKI systems.
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Summary (Cont.) • Cisco Unified CallManager stores self-signed certificates at the local hard disk, the keys used by the Cisco CTL client are stored on security tokens, and IP phones store keys in protected nonvolatile memory. • Cisco Unified CallManager supports device authentication, authenticated signaling using TLS SHA-1, and authenticated media using SRTP SHA-1. • Cisco Unified CallManager supports encryption of signaling messages using TLS AES and encryption of media using SRTP AES.
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Lesson 6



Configuring Cisco IP Telephony Authentication and Encryption Overview Cisco IP Communications systems and Cisco Unified CallManager, like any other networked device, are subject to several threats, including eavesdropping, identity spoofing, and denial of service (DoS) attacks. Cisco Unified CallManager can be secured against these threats by enabling authentication and encryption features. This lesson explains how to configure Cisco Unified CallManager cryptographic features.



Objectives Upon completing this lesson, you will be able to configure a Cisco Unified CallManager cluster for secure operation. This ability includes being able to meet these objectives: „



Identify the steps to configure a Cisco Unified CallManager system for authentication and encryption



„



Activate the Cisco CTL Provider service and the CAPF service in Cisco Unified CallManager Serviceability



„



Install the Cisco CTL client on an administrator PC with a USB port



„



Use the Cisco CTL client to create a CTL file and set the cluster security mode



„



Use the CAPF settings in the Phone Configuration window to install, upgrade, delete, and troubleshoot LSCs



„



Enable authentication and encryption for devices by configuring the device security mode



„



Find IP phones with security features and generate CAPF reports



„



Configure digest authentication for SIP phones and trunks



„



Enable phone configuration file encryption



„



Configure secure SRST gateways



„



Configure SIP trunk encryption and SRTP for H.323 and MGCP
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„



Configure authentication and encryption for CTI, JTAPI, and TAPI



„



Identify scenarios where you should use IPsec and configure IPsec on Cisco Unified CallManager
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Authentication and Encryption Configuration Overview This topic provides an overview of the configuration tasks for enabling your Cisco Unified CallManager cluster for secure calls.



Authentication and Encryption Overview



Signaling Messages over TLS



Authenticated and Encrypted Call



Signaling Messages over TLS



Media Exchange Using SRTP



Cisco Unified CallManager supports authentication and encryption between: • A supported IP phone and Cisco Unified CallManager for signaling messages • Two supported IP phones within a cluster for media exchange • A supported IP phone and a supported MGCP or H.323 gateway
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Cisco Unified CallManager supports authentication and encryption in a Cisco Unified CallManager cluster. By using this feature, you can secure these communications: „



Signaling messages between a supported Cisco IP phone and Cisco Unified CallManager: Cisco Unified IP Phone 7911, 7941, 7940, 7961, 7960, 7971, and 7970 models can be configured to use Transport Layer Security (TLS) for authenticated and encrypted signaling when using Skinny Client Control Protocol (SCCP). Cisco Unified IP Phone 7911, 7941, 7961, 7971, and 7970 models can be configured to use TLS for authenticated and encrypted signaling when using session initiation protocol (SIP).



„



Media exchange between supported IP phones within a Cisco Unified CallManager cluster or between Cisco Unified CallManager clusters that are interconnected with an intercluster trunk: Cisco Unified IP Phone 7911, 7941, 7940, 7961, 7960, 7971, and 7970 models can be configured to use Secure Real-Time Transport Protocol (SRTP) for authenticated and encrypted media exchange.



Note
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Cisco Unified CallManager-to-Cisco Unified CallManager intracluster and intercluster communication is not encrypted. If two Cisco IP phones are configured to use SRTP and are registered to different Cisco Unified CallManager servers within the cluster or to Cisco Unified CallManager servers in different clusters, there is a security risk because the SRTP session keys need to be exchanged between the Cisco Unified CallManager nodes (in cleartext). Therefore, if the communication paths between Cisco Unified CallManager nodes within a cluster or the intercluster trunk between two clusters are not trusted, the recommendation is to use IPsec between the Cisco Unified CallManager nodes.
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„



Media exchange between a supported Cisco IP phone and a supported Media Gateway Control Protocol (MGCP) or H.323 gateway: Cisco Unified IP Phone 7911, 7941, 7940, 7961, 7960, 7971, and 7970 models and Cisco IOS MGCP gateways (running Cisco IOS Software Release 12.3(11)T2 or later) or Cisco IOS H.323 gateways (running Cisco IOS Software Release 12.4(6)T or later) can be configured to use SRTP for authenticated and encrypted media exchange.



Note



„



When using SRTP with an MGCP or H.323 gateway, the SRTP session keys are exchanged in cleartext between Cisco Unified CallManager and the MGCP or H.323 gateway. Therefore, if the communication path between Cisco Unified CallManager and the MGCP or H.323 gateway is not trusted, the recommendation is to use IPsec between Cisco Unified CallManager and the MGCP or H.323 gateway.



Signaling messages between a supported IP phone and a supported Cisco Unified Survivable Remote Site Telephony (SRST) device: Cisco Unified IP Phone 7911, 7941, 7940, 7961, 7960, 7971, and 7970 models and Cisco SRST 3.3 or later devices (running Cisco IOS Software Release 12.3(14)T or later) can be configured to use TLS for authenticated and encrypted signaling.



Note



The Cisco Unified SRST device can also provide SRTP session keys to the Cisco IP phones so that the IP phones that are in fallback mode can still use both signaling message and media exchange protection.



„



Signaling messages between Cisco Unified CallManager and a SIP device that is reachable via a SIP trunk: SIP trunks carrying signaling messages can use TLS for authentication and encryption. SRTP is not supported over SIP trunks.



„



Signaling messages and media exchange between Cisco Unified CallManager and computer telephony interface (CTI), Java Telephony Application Programming Interface (JTAPI), and Telephony Application Programming Interface (TAPI) devices: CTI, JTAPI and TAPI support TLS for signaling messages and SRTP for media exchange.



„



Signaling messages on SIP trunks or to SIP phones: Cisco Unified CallManager supports digest authentication for a challenge-response-based authentication of messages using usernames and passwords.



With the current release of Cisco Unified CallManager, authenticated and encrypted calls are not possible in any situation other than those listed, including calls that are connected to any media resources, such as conferences, transcoders, or music on hold (MOH). Secure media exchange is supported only between supported endpoints (Cisco IP phones and Cisco IOS MGCP gateways); conference bridges, transcoders, or MOH servers are not supported endpoints. Note
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RSVP streams using pass-through Media Termination Points (MTPs) (such as, for instance, when using Resource Reservation Protocol [RSVP] agents for RSVP-based Call Admission Control [CAC]) do support SRTP.
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Authentication and Encryption Configuration Checklist The checklist for configuring authentication and encryption between Cisco IP phones includes several tasks.



Authentication and Encryption Configuration Checklist • Enable security services: – Cisco CTL Provider – CAPF • Use the Cisco CTL client to activate security options: – Activate secure mode – Create a signed CTL • Configure devices for security: – Select MICs versus LSCs – Set device security mode (authenticated or encrypted) – Set CAPF parameters if LSCs are used
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These tasks are as follows: „



Enable security services: You need to enable the Cisco Certificate Trust List (CTL) Provider service and the Cisco Certificate Authority Proxy Function (CAPF) service.



„



Use the Cisco CTL client to activate security options: You need to configure secure mode and create a signed CTL.



„



Configure devices for security: IP phones must have certificates (either manufacturing installed certificates [MICs] or locally significant certificates [LSCs]), they must be configured for a security mode (authenticated or encrypted), and the CAPF parameters must be set if LSCs are used.
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Enabling Services Required for Cisco PKI This topic describes the services that have to be activated and started when you are enabling security in your Cisco Unified CallManager cluster.



Enabling Services Required for Security



Activate these services for security using Cisco Unified CallManager Serviceability: • Cisco CTL Provider on all Cisco Unified CallManager nodes and Cisco TFTP servers in the cluster • Cisco CAPF on the publisher server only
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When enabling security in your Cisco Unified CallManager cluster, you have to activate these services: „



Cisco CTL Provider: This service has to be activated on all Cisco Unified CallManager servers and Cisco TFTP servers of your cluster.



„



Cisco CAPF: This service has to be activated on the first node server.



Activate Cisco Unified CallManager services from the Cisco Unified CallManager Serviceability Service Activation window.
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Installing the Cisco CTL Client This topic describes how to install the Cisco CTL client application.



Installing the Cisco CTL Client • Cisco CTL client is installed from Cisco Unified CallManager Install Plugins window. • Cisco CTL client can be installed on any Windows workstation or server with a USB port. • Smart Card service has to be activated.
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The Cisco CTL client application is installed from the Cisco Unified CallManager Administration Install Plugins window. During installation, you are prompted for the destination folder; you can set any directory of your choice or simply accept the default. The Cisco CTL client application can be installed on any PC running Microsoft Windows 2000 or later operating system, as long as that PC has at least one Universal Serial Bus (USB) port. The Smart Card service has to be activated on the PC. To activate the Smart Card service under Microsoft Windows 2000, choose Start > Settings > Control Panel > Administrative Tools > Services to launch the Microsoft services administration tool. Then use the tool to verify the status of the Smart Card service. The startup type should be set to Automatic and the current Status should be Running.
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When to Use the Cisco CTL Client The Cisco CTL client is needed in several situations.



When to Use the Cisco CTL Client • For the initial activation of secure calls • When changing the cluster security mode • After modifying Cisco Unified CallManager or Cisco TFTP server configuration (adding, removing, renaming, or changing the IP address) • After adding or removing a security token • After replacing or restoring a Cisco Unified CallManager or Cisco TFTP server
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These situations are as follows: „



For the initial activation of security in your cluster



„



For the deactivation or reactivation of security in your cluster



„



After modifying Cisco Unified CallManager or Cisco TFTP server configuration (which includes adding, removing, renaming, or restoring a server or changing the IP address or host name of a server)



„



After adding or removing a security token



Note



„



Reasons to remove a security token include loss or theft of the security token.



After replacing or restoring a Cisco Unified CallManager or Cisco TFTP server



In all the situations listed, the Cisco CTL client creates a new CTL and signs it by using a security token. The Cisco IP phones load the new CTL and are then aware of the changes to the IP telephony system. Any changes that are not reflected in the CTL cause the Cisco IP phones to treat the corresponding device as untrusted (for instance, if you change the IP address of a server but do not create a new CTL using the Cisco CTL client application). From this perspective, the CTL can be seen as the certificate root store of your browser (listing all trusted certificate-issuing entities). If any device that was previously trusted is not trustworthy anymore (for instance, when a security token is lost), there is no need for a certificate revocation list (CRL). Instead, you will use the Cisco CTL client and update the CRL by removing the untrusted entry (for instance, a lost security token) from the list.
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Using the Cisco CTL Client This topic describes how to use the Cisco CTL client application.



Setting the Cluster Security Mode There are two modes: • Secure mode—allows secure calls between compatible phones • Non-Secure mode— default configuration without any authenticated and encrypted calls
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When starting the Cisco CTL client for the first time, you can either set the cluster security mode or update the CTL file. A Cisco Unified CallManager cluster supports two security mode options: „



Secure: This mode allows secure calls between two security-enabled devices and allows insecure calls between devices where at least one of the devices is not security-enabled.



„



Non Secure: This is the default configuration, in which all calls are insecure.



Note
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There is no secure-only mode that would prevent Cisco IP phones that are not securityenabled from placing calls.
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Updating the CTL In addition to setting the cluster security mode, you use the Cisco CTL client to update the CTL file.



Updating the CTL • Allows changing the CTL (necessary after adding or removing components) • New CTL has to be signed by a security token
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This update is needed after adding or removing components, such as servers or security tokens. After changing the list of CTL entries, you need to sign the new CTL using a security token, as illustrated in the figure.
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Working with LSCs This topic describes how to create LSCs using Cisco CAPF.



Working with LSCs • Cisco Unified IP Phone 7940 and 7960 models do not have MICs; those IP phones work only with LSC. • The Cisco Unified IP Phone 7971, 7970, 7961, 7941, and 7911 models can use either MICs or LSCs (if an LSC is installed, it has higher priority than a MIC). • CAPF is used to sign IP phone LSCs: – CAPF can act as a CA itself, signing the LSCs. – CAPF can act as a proxy to an external CA.
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Cisco Unified IP Phone 7940 and 7960 models do not have MICs; they work only with LSCs. The Cisco Unified IP Phone 7971, 7970, 7961, 7941, and 7911 models can use either MICs or LSCs. If an LSC is installed in such a Cisco IP phone, the LSC has higher priority than the MIC. CAPF is used to issue LSCs. CAPF can act as a certification authority (CA) itself, signing the LSCs, or it can act as a proxy to an external CA, having the external CA signing the LSCs.
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CAPF Service Configuration Parameter CAPF is configured at the CAPF Service Parameter Configuration web page: choose Cisco Unified CallManager Administration > System > Service Parameter > Cisco Certificate Authority Proxy Function.



CAPF Service Configuration Parameter



• Used to set the certificate issuer (CAPF itself or external CA) and address of external CA (currently not supported in Cisco Unified CallManager 5) • Allows modification of default values, such as the key size or certificate lifetime © 2006 Cisco Systems, Inc. All rights reserved.
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You can set the certificate issuer (CAPF itself or external CA) and IP address of the external CA (if used). You can also modify some default values, such as the Rivest, Shamir, and Adleman (RSA) key size or the certificate lifetime. Note
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External CAs are supported in Cisco Unified CallManager Release 4.x. Current versions of Cisco Unified CallManager Release 5 do not support external CAs. At the time of the creation of this material, the most recent version of Cisco Unified CallManager was 5.0(4). Customers, who use a third-party CA with Cisco Unified CallManager Release 4.x, should reissue LSCs with a long expiration period (at least six months) from their third-party CA before migrating to Cisco Unified CallManager Release 5. This way, these LSCs will be valid until third-party CA support has been added to Cisco Unified CallManager Release 5.
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CAPF—Configuration Options When you want to install or upgrade LSCs for Cisco IP phones you have to configure two main settings.



CAPF—Configuration Options • Used to load LSCs into IP phones • Four possible certificate operations (found at the Phone Configuration page): – Install/Upgrade – Delete – Troubleshoot – No Pending Operation • Four possible authentication modes (found at phone Security Profile Configuration page: – Authentication String – Null String – Existing LSC – Existing MIC © 2006 Cisco Systems, Inc. All rights reserved.
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The first one is the Certificate Operation setting, which allows managing LSCs. It is used to delete, install, or upgrade certificates. This setting is configured at the Phone Configuration page. The figure shows where to find the Certificate Operation configuration parameter on the Phone Configuration page. The second one is the Authentication Mode setting, which specifies how the phone should authenticate to CAPF during enrollment. This setting is not configured directly at the phone but at a phone security profile (SIP or SCCP) that is referenced from the phone. For the Certificate Operation setting, you can configure one of these four options: „



Install/Upgrade: This operation allows the installation of an LSC (if the IP phone does not already have an LSC) and the upgrade (replacement) of an existing LSC (if the IP phone already has an LSC).



„



Delete: This operation allows the removal of an LSC from a Cisco IP phone.



„



Troubleshoot: This operation retrieves all existing IP phone certificates from the IP phone and stores them in CAPF trace files. There are separate CAPF trace files for MICs and for LSCs. The CAPF trace files are located in C:\Program Files\Cisco\Trace\CAPF.



„



No Pending Operation: This is the default value. You can also change back to this value when you want to cancel a previously configured operation that has not yet been executed.
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For the Authentication Mode setting, you can choose one of these four options: „



By Authentication String: This authentication mode is the default and requires the Cisco IP phone user to manually initiate the installation of an LSC. The user must authenticate to Cisco Unified CallManager by the authentication string that has been set by the administrator in the Authentication string field. To enable the user to enter the correct authentication string, the administrator has to communicate the configured authentication string to the user.



„



By Null String: This authentication mode disables Cisco IP phone authentication for the download of the IP phone certificate (enrollment). The enrollment of the IP phone should be done only over a trusted network when this setting is used. Because no user intervention is needed, the enrollment is done automatically the next time that the Cisco IP phone boots or is reset.



„



By Existing Certificate (Precedence to LSC): This authentication mode uses an existing certificate (with precedence to the LSC if both a MIC and an LSC are present in the IP phone) for IP phone authentication. Because no user intervention is needed, the enrollment is done automatically the next time that the IP phone boots or is reset.



„



By Existing Certificate (Precedence to MIC): This authentication mode uses an existing certificate (with precedence to the MIC if both a MIC and an LSC are present in the IP phone) for IP phone authentication. Because no user intervention is needed, the enrollment is done automatically the next time that the IP phone boots or is reset.



Security Profiles The authentication mode is not configured at the Phone Configuration page but via a phone security profile that is referenced from the phone.



Security Profiles CAPF authentication mode is configured by using SCCP or SIP phone security profiles. Phone security profile is then assigned to the phone. Security profiles are found under System > Security Profile.
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There are different phone security profiles for SIP and for SCCP phones. To find them, choose Cisco Unified CallManager Administration > System > Security Profiles. Phone security profiles do not include only the CAPF authentication mode but also some other parameters, such as device security mode and digest authentication. 1-174
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Default SCCP Phone Security Profiles A number of default SIP and SCCP phones profiles exist to cover a wide range of authentication-only, authentication plus encryption, and insecure use cases.



Default SCCP Phone Security Profiles SCCP Security Profiles



• A number of SIP and SCCP phones profiles exist to cover a wide range of authentication and encryption use cases. • You can customize these as necessary. © 2006 Cisco Systems, Inc. All rights reserved.
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The figure shows a list of standard SCCP security phone profiles. You can customize these profiles as necessary and you can also create new profiles. All phone and SIP trunk security profiles are located in System > Security Profile.
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Configuring CAPF Authentication Mode Using Phone Security Profiles The figure illustrates the configuration of the authentication mode using a phone security profile.



Configuring CAPF Authentication Mode Using Phone Security Profiles SCCP Security Profile Configuration Page



Phone security profile is assigned to phone.



Phone Configuration Page



CAPF authentication mode and key size are set at the Phone Security Profile.
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The CAPF authentication mode is set at the phone security profile. The phone security profile is then applied to a phone at the Phone Configuration page under the protocol-specific options.
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Example: First-Time Installation of a Certificate with Manually Entered Authentication String The figure shows an example for a first-time installation of a certificate with a manually entered authentication string.



Example: First-Time Installation of a Certificate with Manually Entered Authentication String • Set Certificate Operation option to Install/Upgrade at Phone Configuration page. • Set Authentication Mode to By Authentication String in phone security profile. • Reset the IP phone. • The user initiates installation of certificate from IP phone Settings menu. • The user has to enter the authentication string (after a prompt). • If successful, the certificate is issued.
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For such a scenario, set the Certificate Operation field at the Phone Configuration page to Install/Upgrade and the Authentication Mode at the referenced phone security profile to By Authentication String. You can manually enter a string of 4 to 10 digits, or click the Generate String button to create an authentication string (and populate the Authentication String field). After you reset the IP phone, the IP phone is ready for enrollment. However, enrollment is not automatically triggered; it has to be initiated by the user (from the Settings menu of the Cisco IP phone). Note



The Settings menu can also be used to gain information about the IP telephony system or remove the CTL. Usually you do not want IP phone users to have access to such options, and therefore access to the settings on the IP phone is often restricted or disabled. LSC enrollment with authentication by authentication string is not possible if settings access is not (fully) enabled. If access to settings is restricted or disabled, you have to enable it for the enrollment and then return it to its previous value.



When a user starts the enrollment procedure, he or she has to enter the authentication string configured; if the process is successful, the certificate is issued to the IP phone. On a Cisco Unified IP Phone 7940, the user would complete these steps: Step 1



Press the Settings button to access the Settings menu.



Step 2



Scroll to the Security Configuration option and press the Select softkey to display the Security Configuration menu.



Step 3



Press **# to unlock the IP phone configuration.
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Step 4



Scroll to LSC and press the Update softkey to start the enrollment.



Step 5



Enter the authentication string and press the Submit softkey to authenticate the IP phone to the CAPF when prompted to do so.



Step 6



The IP phone generates its RSA keys and requests a certificate signed by the CAPF. When the signed certificate is installed, the message “Success” appears at the lower left corner of the Cisco IP phone display.



Example: Certificate Upgrade Using an Existing LSC This figure illustrates an example of a certificate upgrade using an existing LSC.



Example: Certificate Upgrade Using an Existing LSC • Set Certificate Operation to Install/Upgrade at Phone Configuration page. • Set Authentication Mode to By Existing Certificate (Precedence to LSC) at phone security profile. • Reset the IP phone. • The IP phone will automatically contact CAPF for update. • The existing certificate will be used to authenticate the new enrollment.
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A reason for such an upgrade could be that an LSC that will soon reach its expiration date. By issuing a new LSC shortly before the expiration of the existing LSC, the existing LSC can still be used for the upgrade. For this scenario, set the Certificate Operation field at the Phone Configuration page to Install/Upgrade and the Authentication Mode field in the phone security profile to By Existing Certificate (Precedence to LSC). After you reset the Cisco IP phone, the IP phone automatically contacts the CAPF for the download of the new certificate. The existing certificate is used to authenticate the new enrollment, and there is no need for a manually entered authentication string.
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Enabling Authentication and Encryption This topic describes how to configure Cisco IP phones to support authenticated or encrypted calls.



Enabling Authentication and Encryption Authentication and encryption are enabled by setting the device security mode in phone security profiles.



SCCP Security Profile Configuration Page



There are three options: • Non Secure • Authenticated • Encrypted
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After Cisco Unified CallManager is configured for secure mode and the Cisco IP phones have certificates, the IP phones have to be configured to support authenticated or encrypted calls. The device security mode is used to configure a Cisco IP phone for one of three security modes: „



Non Secure: The IP phone will not support authenticated or encrypted calls.



„



Authenticated: The IP phone will support authenticated calls.



„



Encrypted: The IP phone will support encrypted calls.



The default device security mode is configured using phone security profiles as shown in the figure. Caution
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There are several situations in which you should not use cryptographic services for Cisco IP phones at all. With some Cisco IP Contact Center (IPCC) applications, for instance, cleartext signaling messages or media packets have to be seen by other devices (for instance, attached PCs). Another example is the use of Network Address Translation (NAT) or Port Address Translation (PAT). Because the translating device has to see cleartext signaling messages to be able to dynamically allow the negotiated UDP ports that will be used for Real-Time Transport Protocol (RTP), encryption cannot be used.
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Actual Security Mode Depends on Configuration of Both Phones The actual security mode used for a call depends on the configuration of both IP phones participating in the call.



Actual Security Mode Depends on Configuration of Both Phones Phone 2



Phone 1



Non Secure



Authenticated



Encrypted



Non Secure



Non Secure



Non Secure



Non Secure



Authenticated



Non Secure



Authenticated



Authenticated



Encrypted



Non Secure



Authenticated



Encrypted



• If any of the devices is set to Non Secure, an insecure call is placed. • If both devices are set to Encrypted, an encrypted call is placed (the call is authenticated and encrypted). • In all other situations, an authenticated call is placed.
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As shown in the table, these rules apply: „



If one device is set to Non Secure, an insecure call (that is, a call without authentication and without encryption) is placed.



„



If both devices are set to Encrypted, an encrypted call (that is, a call with authentication and encryption) is placed.



„



In all other situations, if both IP phones are set to Authenticated or if one is set to Authenticated and the other is set to Encrypted, an authenticated call (that is, a call with authentication only) is placed.



Note
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If one phone is set to Authenticated and the other is set to Non Secure, the (end-to-end) call is not considered to be authenticated because only one phone will use authenticated signaling to Cisco Unified CallManager.
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Finding Phones with Security Features and Generating CAPF Reports This topic describes how you can find IP phones with security features from Cisco Unified CallManager Administration.



Finding Phones Using the Find and List Phones Window



• The Find and List Phones window can be used to search for security-related settings. • You can use the Search Within Results option to search for multiple criteria. © 2006 Cisco Systems, Inc. All rights reserved.
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To find IP phones with security features, you can use the Find and List Phones window. You can search for the following security-oriented criteria: „



LSC status



„



Authentication string



„



Security profile



Note
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Since Cisco Unified CallManager Release 5 you can search within results, which allows you to search for multiple criteria by searching within the previous search results.
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Generating a CAPF Report Cisco Unified CallManager allows the creation of CAPF reports in comma-separated values (CSV) file format.



Generating a CAPF Report



• CAPF reports can be created from Cisco Unified CallManager Administration – Go to the Find and List Phones page. – Select CAPF Report in File option from Related Links and click Go. • Generates a CSV file that is downloaded by your browser
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To generate a CAPF report, follow these steps:
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Step 1



Choose Device > Phone to get to the Find and List Phones page.



Step 2



At the Find and List Phones page, choose the CAPF Report in File option in the Related Links menu and click Go.



Step 3



Cisco Unified CallManager generates the report file. A file download dialog box appears on your PC. Click Save to save the report file to the hard disk of your PC.



Step 4



Open the file from your hard disk.
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CAPF Report Example The figure shows an example of a CAPF report.



CAPF Report Example CAPF Report File Opened with Microsoft Excel
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The report shown lists five phones. For each phone, the following information is displayed: „



Device name



„



Device description



„



Partition



„



Directory number



„



Security profile



„



Security mode



„



LSC status



„



Owner



„



Authentication mode



„



Authentication status
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Configuring Digest Authentication for SIP Phones and Trunks This topic describes how to configure digest authentication for the SIP phone.



Digest Authentication • Digest authentication allows Cisco Unified CallManager to challenge the identify of a SIP device or application when it sends SIP requests. • Digest authentication is based on a client/server model. • Cisco Unified CallManager can challenge SIP devices over its SIP trunk and can respond to challenges received on its SIP trunk interface as a client. • When digest authentication is enabled for a phone, Cisco Unified CallManager challenges all SIP phone requests except keepalive messages. • Cisco Unified CallManager does not respond to challenges from line-side phones.
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Digest authentication is available in Cisco Unified CallManager Release 5. Digest authentication is specified in RFC 3261 and RFC 2617. It is based on a client/server model. The server challenges and the client responds. Digest authentication allows Cisco Unified CallManager to act as a server to challenge the identity of a client (a SIP device or application that originates a SIP message) when the client sends a request to Cisco Unified CallManager on the line side. When digest authentication is enabled for a phone, Cisco Unified CallManager challenges all SIP phone requests except keepalive messages. Cisco Unified CallManager does not respond to challenges from line-side phones. Cisco Unified CallManager can challenge SIP devices connecting through a SIP trunk and can respond to challenges received on its SIP trunk interface. It is important to note that the digest authentication message exchange is not encrypted; the messages are sent in cleartext. Each call leg is independent; that is, challenges are not passed through. In summary, Cisco Unified CallManager can only be a server on the line side. Cisco Unified CallManager can be a client or a server on an SIP trunk.
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Digest Authentication versus TLS Recommendations on when to use digest authentication versus TLS are listed in the figure.



Digest Authentication versus TLS • Digest authentication provides authentication only using an MD5 hash of the username and password. • TLS uses X.509 mutual certificate-based authentication. • To ensure integrity and confidentiality for the device, configure the TLS protocol for the device, if the device supports TLS. • If the device supports encryption, configure the device security mode as encrypted and enable encrypted configuration files. • Use digest authentication on the Cisco Unified IP Phone 7905, 7940, and 7960 models, and use TLS on Cisco Unified IP Phone 7911, 7941, 7961, 7970, and 7971 models. • You must use digest authentication for third-party SIP phones.
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Both mechanisms provide authentication. Digest authentication provides only authentication (no confidentiality or integrity) and uses a Message Digest 5 (MD5) hash of the username and password over a TCP or UDP connection. TLS uses the Cisco public key infrastructure (PKI) system model (CAPF, CTL, and TLS), which is X.509 certificate-based and is considered more secure. When using TLS, because the phone is doing mutual certificate-based authentication to establish the TLS connection, using digest authentication is superfluous. To ensure integrity and confidentiality for the device, configure the TLS protocol for the device if the device supports TLS. If the device supports encryption, configure the device security mode as encrypted and enable encrypted configuration files. In summary, the recommendation is to use digest authentication on Cisco Unified IP Phone 7905, 7940, and 7960 models running SIP (they do not support TLS) and use TLS on Cisco Unified IP Phone 7911 7941, 7961, 7971, and 7970 models running SIP. On third-party SIP phones, digest authentication is the only option.
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Configuring Digest Authentication Follow the steps outlined in the figure to configure digest authentication.



Configuring Digest Authentication 1. Check the Enable Digest Authentication check box in the SIP phone security profiles. 2. Apply a SIP phone security profile to the phone. 3. Configure the digest credentials in the End User Configuration window. 4. Choose the digest user in the Phone Configuration window.
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These steps are shown in more detail in the next series of figures.



Configuring Digest Authentication (Cont.) 1



2



Phone Configuration Page
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Steps 1 and 2 are shown in the figure. In Step 1, check the Enable Digest Authentication check box in the SIP phone security profile that you intend to use on the phone. In Step 2, apply the SIP phone security profile that you created in Step 1 to the phone.
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Configuring Digest Authentication (Cont.) 3
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4



Phone Configuration Page
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Steps 3 and 4 are shown in the figure. In Step 3, add the end user if that user does not already exist, and enter the digest credentials. The digest credentials consist of a string of alphanumeric characters. In Step 4, from the Digest User drop-down menu, choose the digest user that you created in the Phone Configuration window.
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Enabling Encrypted Phone Configuration Files This topic discusses how to enable phones to receive encrypted configuration files from the TFTP server.



Encrypted Configuration Files • New Cisco Unified CallManager Release 5 feature that protects privileged information contained in TFTP configuration file: – SIP digest authentication credentials – SSH passwords used for CLI debugging (Cisco IP Phone 7971, 7970, 7961, 7941, and 7911) – Server addresses such as Cisco Unified CallManager, TFTP, and CAPF • Supported on all SIP loads and “enhanced” phone SCCP loads (Cisco Unified IP Phone 7971, 7970, 7961, 7941, and 7911) • Integrity provided by signing the configuration file for SCCP and SIP loads (introduced in Cisco Unified CallManager Release 4.1)
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Encryption of phone configuration files is a new Cisco Unified CallManager Release 5 feature that protects privileged information in the configuration file in transit from the Cisco Unified CallManager TFTP server to the phone. The configuration file contains information that many organizations might deem sensitive, such as SIP digest authentication credentials (username and password) and the IP addresses for the Cisco Unified CallManager, TFTP server, Domain Name System (DNS) server, and so on. Encrypted configuration files are available on all SIP loads and enhanced SCCP phones (Cisco Unified IP Phone 7971, 7970, 7961, 7941, and 7911). The integrity of the configuration file is provided by signing both the SCCP and SIP loads. This feature was introduced in Cisco Unified CallManager Release 4.1.
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How Phones Get Encrypted Configuration Files How phones get encrypted configuration files depends on whether the phone has a certificate.



How Phones Get Encrypted Configuration Files • How the phone gets an encrypted configuration file depends on whether the phone has a certificate installed. • If the phone has a certificate, Cisco Unified CallManager uses the public key to encrypt the configuration file. • If not, you must manually enter the encryption key or digest credentials into the phone. – Cisco Unified IP Phone 7905 and 7912 do not support Cisco PKI. – Cisco Unified IP Phone 7940 and 7960 do not support Cisco PKI when running SIP. – Cisco Unified IP Phone 7905 and 7912 have a writable web server—copy and paste the key into the phone using web access to the phone. – Cisco Unified IP Phone 7940 and 7960 have a read-only web server—manually enter the key into the phone using the phone keypad. © 2006 Cisco Systems, Inc. All rights reserved.
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With SIP phones that do not have a certificate, there is no automated way to get the key into the phone to encrypt the configuration file. If the phone has a certificate, the public key of the phone is used to encrypt the configuration file. Cisco Unified IP Phone 7940 and 7960 do not support the Cisco PKI when in SIP mode, and Cisco Unified IP Phone 7905 and 7912 do not support the Cisco PKI at all. In these cases, for encrypted configuration files, you must manually enter the file encryption key into the phone. The Cisco Unified IP Phone 7905 and 7912 have a writable web server so you can copy and paste the encryption key from Cisco Unified CallManager to the phone over a web interface. The Cisco Unified IP Phone 7040 and 7960 have a read-only web server, so using the web interface is not an option; the keys have to be entered manually using the phone keypad. Note
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As mentioned before, the Cisco Unified IP Phone 7905, 7912, 7940, and 7960 using SCCP do not support encrypted configuration files at all.
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Configuring Encrypted Configuration Files To encrypt the phone configuration file, you must enable the TFTP Encrypted Configuration enterprise parameter in Cisco Unified CallManager Administration and perform additional tasks in Cisco Unified CallManager Administration.



Configuring Encrypted Configuration Files 1. Verify that the cluster security mode is set to Secure. 2. Set the TFTP Encrypted Configuration parameter to True (requires a reset of all services). 3. Determine whether your phone supports manual or symmetric encryption and follow procedures (same as 4.1) to enter the key into the phone.



This procedure assumes a secure staging environment!



4. Verify that the phone received an encrypted configuration file. © 2006 Cisco Systems, Inc. All rights reserved.
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After you enable the parameter and restart the required services in Cisco Unified CallManager Serviceability, the TFTP server deletes all cleartext configuration files and then generates encrypted versions of the configuration files. If the phone supports encrypted phone configuration files and if you performed the necessary tasks for phone configuration file encryption, the phone requests an encrypted version of the configuration file. When the phone configuration file is encrypted, it uses the following format:
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„



Cisco Unified IP Phone 7905 and 7912 (SIP only): LD.x



„



Cisco Unified IP Phone 7940 and 7960 (SIP only): SIP.cnf.enc.sgn



„



Cisco Unified IP Phone 7971, 7970, 7961, 7941, and 7911 (SIP only): SIP.cnf.xml.enc.sgn



„



Cisco Unified IP Phone 7971, 7970, 7961, 7941, and 7911 (SCCP only): SEP.cnf.xml.enc.sgn
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Configuring Secure SRST This topic describes the PKI topology in IP telephony with secure SRST.



PKI Topology in Cisco IP Telephony with Secure SRST SRST Gateway Certificate CAPF



LSC



TFTP



CCM



CA



SRST Certificate



MIC



Credentials Service



IP Phone



SRST



• With secure SRST, the SRST gateway obtains a certificate from some CA (can be local to router). © 2006 Cisco Systems, Inc. All rights reserved.
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In secure SRST, the SRST gateway router at the remote site can provide minimal call control services in the event of central site failure. If cryptography is used with Cisco Unified CallManager, the same security services are often required in SRST mode as well. Therefore, the SRST gateway should also provide secure signaling to the phones. The SRST gateway router mimics a Cisco Unified CallManager; therefore, it needs its own certificate, which it will use to authenticate itself to the phone in the secure SCCP session. The SRST gateway router obtains this certificate from a CA, either via Simple Certificate Enrollment Protocol (SCEP) or via manual cut-and-paste enrollment. The SRST gateway router cannot generate a self-signed certificate or enroll with the CAPF. Instead, it has to obtain a certificate from a proper CA. This CA can be a Cisco IOS CA, which can even run on the same router.
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PKI Topology in Cisco IP Telephony with Secure SRST (Cont.) SRST Certificate Exchange CAPF



TFTP



CA



CCM SRST Certificate



LSC SEPMACxxxx.cnf.xml: SRST Certificate MIC



Credentials Service



CAPF/Cisco Root CA



IP Phone



SRST



• The Cisco Certified CallManager obtains the SRST router certificate and includes it in phone configuration files. • The SRST router obtains phone CA certificates. © 2006 Cisco Systems, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Cisco Unified CallManager obtains the SRST router certificate using a semiautomated method. The SRST router runs a “credentials service” process, which allows other devices to obtain the router certificate over the network (the service listens on TCP port 2445). Cisco Unified CallManager connects to the SRST router credentials service and downloads the SRST router certificate. To get the SRST gateway router certificate to the phone, which must obtain it in a secure, authenticated manner, you would expect that Cisco Unified CallManager would put the SRST router certificate in the CTL. However, there could be many SRST gateways in the network, and the CTL might get too large. Instead, Cisco Unified CallManager puts the SRST gateway router certificate into the appropriate phone configuration files. Note



With cryptographic features enabled for the phones, every configuration file is signed by the TFTP server, and the TFTP server public key used to verify the signature is available in its certificate, distributed in the CTL. Thus, the SRST gateway certificate is safely distributed to the phones.



For the SRST router to authenticate the phones, it needs to obtain the certificates of CAs that issued certificates to phones. In the case of a MIC, the SRST router needs to obtain the certificate of the Cisco manufacturing CA. In the case of an LSC, the SRST router needs to obtain the CAPF certificate.
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PKI Topology in Cisco IP Telephony with Secure SRST (Cont.) SRST Certificate Verification Cisco Certified CallManager: • Imports SRST certificate from the gateway over the network • Manual certificate fingerprint verification required



SRST gateway: • Runs the credentials service to provide own certificate to Cisco Certified CallManager • Imports phone CA certificates manually



srst(config)#crypto pki trustpoint 7970 srst(ca-trustpoint)# enrollment terminal srst(ca-trustpoint)# revocation-check none srst(ca-trustpoint)#exit srst(config)#crypto pki authenticate 7970 Enter the base 64 encoded CA certificate. End with a blank line or the word "quit" on a line by itself (paste the certificate) : quit Certificate has the following attributes: Fingerprint MD5: F7E150EA 5E6E3AC5 615FC696 66415C9F Fingerprint SHA1: 1BE2B503 DC72EE28 0C0F6B18 798236D8 D3B18BE6 % Do you accept this certificate? [yes/no]: y Trustpoint CA certificate accepted. % Certificate successfully imported
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These certificates must be transferred to and from the SRST gateways in a secure manner—for each certificate, there must be some guarantee of its authenticity. On Cisco Unified CallManager, which pulls the SRST router certificate from the credentials service over the network, the authenticity of the certificate must be verified manually out-ofband. Cisco Unified CallManager presents the fingerprint (Secure Hash Algorithm 1 [SHA-1] hash) of the received certificate, and the administrator must manually compare it to the known good fingerprint of this certificate. Alternatively, this initial contact between Cisco Unified CallManager and the SRST router could be performed over a trusted network. On the SRST router, the phone CA certificates are cut and pasted into the configuration. The certificates are copied from Cisco Unified CallManager manually into the SRST router configuration.
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PKI Topology in Cisco IP Telephony with Secure SRST (Cont.) SRST SCCP/TLS Establishment CAPF



TFTP



CA



CCM



LSC SEPMACxxxx.cnf.xml: SRST Certificate MIC



TLS IP Phone



SRST



• The phone connects to the SRST router via TLS and sends keepalives after bootup. • The phone registers to SRST via SCCPor TLS after Cisco Certified CallManager failure. • From this point, this process works like normal SRST.
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At this point, the phone has its SRST router certificate, and the SRST router has the certificates of CAs that issued certificates to phones. When the phone boots, it connects to its Cisco Unified CallManager, and, if no secondary Cisco Unified CallManager is configured, immediately opens a TLS session to the SRST router. The SRST router authenticates the phone certificate using the installed certificate that issued the phone certificate (Cisco manufacturing CA or CAPF), and the phone authenticates the SRST router using the SRST router certificate found in the phone configuration. After mutual authentication, the phone sends keepalives to the SRST router but does not register. If the primary Cisco Unified CallManager fails, the phone registers with the SRST router and commences restricted SRST operation. From this point, the system works as an insecure SRST system would, except that it is able to protect signaling and media transfer. Note
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Cisco Unified SRST supports secure and insecure phones simultaneously. If the phone does not find a SRST router certificate in its configuration, it uses the insecure mode of SRST.
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SIP Trunk Encryption and SRTP for MGCP and H.323 This topic describes encryption options on SIP trunks and SRTP support for MGCP and H.323 gateways.



SIP Trunk Encryption • Digest authentication is only an MD5 hash of username, password, SIP URI, and so on. • Digest authentication does not provide confidentiality of signaling packets. • SIP trunk encryption can be used for that. • SIP trunk encryption protects only signaling. • There is no SRTP support on SIP trunks.
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Digest authentication is not considered to be very secure, and it completely lacks confidentiality because it hashes only a username, password, and some message components, such as the SIP uniform resource identifier (URI). For increased security, SIP trunks also support encryption. SIP trunk encryption protects signaling messages only (SIP messages) but not media streams that are sent over the SIP trunk (RTP only, no SRTP). SIP trunk encryption uses TLS with certificate-based mutual authentication.
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Configuring SIP Trunk Encryption SIP trunk encryption is configured at the SIP trunk security profile, as shown in the figure.



Configuring SIP Trunk Encryption SIP Trunk Security Profile Configuration Page



SIP Trunk Configuration Page



• Create the SIP trunk security profile and add it to the SIP trunk. • One SIP trunk security profile is provided by default (Non Secure SIP Trunk Profile). © 2006 Cisco Systems, Inc. All rights reserved.
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To enable SIP trunk encryption, set the device security mode of the SIP trunk security profile to Encrypted. In addition, you have to configure the X.509 Subject Name field with the name that will be used in the certificate that will be presented by the peer during the TLS certificate exchange. Note



Only one SIP trunk security profile is provided by default (Non Secure SIP Trunk Profile). You have to add a SIP trunk security profile when using SIP trunk encryption.



Finally, assign the configured SIP trunk security profile to the SIP trunk. Note
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When Cisco Unified CallManager receives the certificate through the trunk, the subject in the received certificate has to match the subject configured in the trunk security profile.
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SRTP to MGCP Gateways Cisco Unified CallManager supports SRTP to MGCP gateways, starting in Cisco Unified CallManager Release 4.



SRTP to MGCP Gateways • SRTP to MGCP gateways is supported starting in Cisco Unified CallManager Release 4. • Cisco Unified CallManager generates the keys and sends them to the MGCP gateway. • This key exchange is not protected (that is keys are sent in cleartext). • IPsec should be used to protect key exchange. • Gateway has to support the SRTP package; no further configuration is needed.
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When using SRTP to an MGCP gateway, Cisco Unified CallManager generates the SRTP session keys and sends them to the MGCP gateway in signaling messages. This key exchange is not protected; the keys are sent in cleartext. Therefore, if the network between Cisco Unified CallManager and the MGCP gateway is not trusted, you should use IPsec to encrypt MGCP signaling traffic. To use SRTP to an MGCP gateway, no additional configuration is needed. The gateway only has to support the SRTP MGCP package.
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SRTP to H323 Trunks or Gateways Cisco Unified CallManager Release 5 adds support to encrypt the media streams between Cisco Unified CallManager and H.323 gateways and trunks.



SRTP to H.323 Trunks or Gateways • SRTP to H.323 gateways is supported, starting in Cisco Unified CallManager Release 5. • The H.323 device generates the SRTP session keys and sends them to Cisco Unified CallManager. • This key exchange is not protected (that is, keys are sent in cleartext). • IPsec should be used to protect key exchange • H.323 gateways or trunks have to be configured for SRTP.
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The H.323 devices generate encryption keys and send them to Cisco Unified CallManager through the signaling path. This key exchange is not protected; the keys are sent in cleartext. Therefore, if the network between Cisco Unified CallManager and the H.323 device is not trusted, you should use IPsec to encrypt H.323 signaling traffic. SRTP support for H.323 gateways or trunks is not on by default; you must enable it by checking the SRTP Allowed check box in the device configuration window in Cisco Unified CallManager Administration—for example, the H.323 Gateway, the H.225 Trunk (Gatekeeper Controlled), or the Inter-Cluster Trunk (Gatekeeper Controlled) configuration windows. If you do not check this check box, Cisco Unified CallManager uses RTP to communicate with the device. If you check the check box, Cisco Unified CallManager allows secure and insecure calls to occur, depending on whether SRTP is configured on both endpoints.
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H.323 SRTP Cisco Unified CallManager Configuration The figure shows an example of an H.323 gateway configuration where the SRTP Allowed check box is checked.



H.323 SRTP Cisco Unified CallManager Configuration



H323 Gateway



SRTP Allowed Check Box Outbound Faststart check box is dimmed when SRTP is enabled.
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Note that if you enable SRTP for an H.323 gateway, the outbound FastStart feature cannot be selected, because these two features cannot be combined.
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H.323 SRTP Gateway Configuration For SRTP support, a Cisco IOS H.323 gateway needs to run Cisco IOS Release 12.4(6)T or later.



H.323 SRTP Gateway Configuration Gateway configuration:



12.4(6)T



router(config)#



voice service voip srtp or srtp fallback Hardware that supports SRTP (H.323, MGCP, SIP) • •



NM-HDV2 (all flavors) NM-HDV (all flavors)



• •



PVDM2 AIM-VOICE-30



•



NM-HD-1V/2V/2VE



•



AIM-ATM-VOICE-30



router(config)#



voice-card 1 codec complexity secure •



Command only used on DSP 549- and 5421-based voice cards. Not required on DSP 5510 (PVDM2) cards.
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To configure SRTP support on a Cisco IOS gateway, configure the srtp command in voiceservice configuration mode. As shown in the figure, you need special hardware for SRTP support. If you use voice cards with DSP 549 or 5421 models, you also have to add the command codec complexity secure in voice-card configuration mode.
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Configuring Authentication and Encryption for CTI, JTAPI, and TAPI This topic describes authentication and encryption support for CTI, JTAPI, and TAPI applications in Cisco Unified CallManager Release 5.



Authentication and Encryption for CTI, JTAPI, and TAPI in Cisco Unified CallManager Cisco Unified CallManager Release 5 supports secure signaling connections and media streams to CTI, JTAPI, and TAPI applications. The mechanisms and protocols to secure CTI, JTAPI, and TAPI applications are the same as used elsewhere in the Cisco PKI system: • TLS is used for mutual authentication and secure signaling. • SRTP is used for encrypted media. • CAPF issues LSCs to applications and end users.
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Cisco Unified CallManager Release 5 adds support for secure signaling connections and media streams between the Cisco CTIManager service in Cisco Unified CallManager and CTI, JTAPI, and TAPI applications. The way in which you configure security for these applications varies in minor ways, but the mechanisms and protocols to secure these applications are the same as those used for Cisco IP phones and throughout the Cisco PKI system.
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Authentication and Encryption for CTI, JTAPI, and TAPI The figure illustrates how authentication and encryption take place between Cisco CTIManager and CTI, JTAPI, and TAPI applications.



Authentication and Encryption for CTI, JTAPI, and TAPI CTL File



Download CTL File



CTI, JTAPI, and TAPI Applications



Public Key of Cisco Unified CallManager, CAPF, TFTP…



Issue LSC



TFTP



CAPF



TLS Certificate Exchange Exchange Public Keys to Mutually Authenticate



Cisco CTIManager



Authenticated and Encrypted TLS Signaling, including Download of SRTP Session Keys



SRTP Exchange Secure Media Streams © 2006 Cisco Systems, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Authentication and encryption between Cisco CTIManager and the CTI, JTAPI, or TAPI application takes place as follows: Step 1



Note
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The application downloads the CTL file from the TFTP server. The CTL file includes the self-signed certificate of Cisco Unified CallManager (which is used by Cisco CTIManager) and CAPF (which is required to obtain an LSC). As with CTL files that are downloaded to IP phones, the signature of the first received CTL file cannot be trusted. Therefore, the initial CTL download should be done over a trusted network.



Step 2



CAPF issues an LSC to the CTI, JTAPI, or TAPI application. CAPF is authenticated to the application based on the certificate that CAPF presents during the enrollment. It has to match the CAPF certificate in the application CTL file. The application itself authenticates to CAPF using an authentication string (which needs to be entered at the JTAPI/TSP preferences window) or an existing LSC.



Step 3



All communication between Cisco CTIManager and the CTI, JTAPI, or TAPI application is exchanged over TLS. At the beginning of the TLS session, Cisco CTIManager and the CTI, JTAPI, or TAPI application exchange their certificates for mutual authentication.



Step 4



They then exchange TLS session keys (encrypted with the public key of the peer), which are used to authenticate and encrypt the TLS payload (CTI, JTAPI, or TAPI messages).



Step 5



Finally, Cisco CTIManager generates the SRTP session keys and sends them to the CTI, JTAPI, or TAPI application over the secure TLS session.
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The CTI, JTAPI, or TAPI application and Cisco CTIManager can now securely exchange media using SRTP. This process assumes that you configured security settings during the Cisco JTAPI/TSP plug-in installation. It also assumes that the cluster security mode is set to Secure, as configured in the Cisco CTL client.



Configuring Authentication and Encryption for CTI, JTAPI, and TAPI The figure covers the steps to configure authentication and encryption for CTI, JTAPI, and TAPI applications.



Configuring Authentication and Encryption for CTI, JTAPI, and TAPI 1. For TLS between Cisco CTIManager and the application, add the application user or end users to the Standard CTI Secure Connection user group. 2. For SRTP between Cisco CTIManager and the application, add the application user or end user to the Standard CTI Allow Reception of SRTP Key Material user group. • The user or application must also exist in the Standard CTI Enabled and Standard CTI Secure Connection to use TLS and SRTP connections. 3. Configure the Application User CAPF Profile or End User CAPF Profile. 4. Enable the corresponding security-related parameters in the CTI, JTAPI, or TAPI application.
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These steps are as follows: Step 1



For TLS between Cisco CTIManager and the application, add the application user or end user to the Standard CTI Secure Connection user group.



Step 2



For SRTP between Cisco CTIManager and the application, add the application user or end user to the Standard CTI Allow Reception of SRTP Key Material user group. The user or application must also exist in the Standard CTI Enabled and Standard CTI Secure Connection to use TLS and SRTP connections.



Step 3



Configure the Application User CAPF Profile or End User CAPF Profile settings.



Step 4



Enable the corresponding security-related parameters in the CTI, JTAPI, or TAPI application. Ensure that the JTAPI/TSP plug-in is installed and running.
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Security User Groups The figure shows standard user groups of which the application user must be a member in order to support authenticated and encrypted communications between the application or end user and Cisco CTIManager.



Security User Groups



• SRTP—Standard CTI Allow Reception of SRTP Key Material • SRTP or TLS—Standard CTI Enabled and Standard CTI Secure Connection.



For SRTP For TLS or SRTP
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These groups are as follows:
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„



Standard CTI Allow Reception of SRTP Key Material: Membership in this group is needed for SRTP.



„



Standard CTI Enabled: Membership is always needed for CTI access.



„



Standard CTI Secure Connection: Membership in this group is needed for SRTP and for TLS.
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Configuring CAPF Profiles You issue certificates to application users or end users by configuring the settings in the Application User CAPF Profile Configuration window or End User CAPF Profile Configuration window, respectively.



Configuring CAPF Profiles • CAPF issues LSCs to applications (Application User CAPF Profile) and CTI clients (End User CAPF Profile) • One application user CAPF profile corresponds to a single instance of the service or application on a server. • Configure a unique instance ID per application.
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Choose the application user or end user, depending on which you are configuring, from the drop-down menu. The Instance ID field is required and its value must be unique. To use TLS for every connection between the application and Cisco CTIManager, each instance that runs on the application PC must have a unique certificate. For example, if Cisco Unified CallManager Assistant runs two instances of the service on two different nodes in the cluster, each instance must have its own certificate. One certificate does not cover all instances. To ensure that the certificate installs on the node where the Cisco Unified CallManager Assistant service is running, configure a unique instance ID for each application user or end user CAPF profile in Cisco Unified CallManager Administration. The following information describes the differences between the CAPF profiles that Cisco Unified CallManager supports: „



Application User CAPF Profile: This profile allows you to issue LSCs to secure application users. After you issue the certificate and perform other security-related tasks, a TLS connection opens between the Cisco CTIManager service and the application. One application user CAPF profile corresponds to a single instance of the service or application on a server. For example, if you activate a service or application on two servers in the cluster, you must configure two application user CAPF profiles, one for each server. If you activate multiple web services or applications on the same server, for example, you must configure two application user CAPF profiles, one for each service on the server.



„



End User CAPF Profile: This profile allows you to issue LSCs to CTI clients. After you issue the certificate and perform other security-related tasks, the CTI client communicates with the Cisco CTIManager service via a TLS connection.
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Configuring IPsec Options This topic describes how Cisco Unified CallManager supports IPsec and explains scenarios where IPsec should be used.



IPsec in Cisco Unified CallManager Overview • Cisco Unified CallManager Release 5 allows IPsec to be set up using preshared key or X.509 certificates. • Authentication-only IPsec is automatically provisioned between all cluster members: – Authenticates cluster members to each other – Used to build dynamic iptables firewall – Does not provide confidentiality (data encryption) • Authenticated or encrypted IPsec to other devices can also be configured. – Recommendation is to do is on network devices
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Cisco Unified CallManager provides the ability to set up IPsec connections to any other devices, including gateways or other Cisco Unified CallManager nodes. You can set up the IPsec connections using preshared keys or X.509 certificates. Authentication-only IPsec is automatically provisioned (no configuration required) between all cluster members to provide authenticated access between servers in the cluster. This intracluster IPsec policy does not provide confidentiality. Authenticated and encrypted IPsec to other devices can also be configured from Cisco Unified CallManager to any other device that supports IPsec; however, this configuration is not recommended because of the impact on performance. The recommendation is to use IPsec on network devices.
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Sample IPsec Applications The figure illustrates some sample IPsec applications.



Sample IPsec Applications Cisco Unified CallManager



IPsec Connection TLS



H.323



IP Phone



H.323 Gateway



SRTP Cisco Unified CallManager



TLS IP Phone



MGCP MGCP Gateway



SRTP Cisco Unified CallManager



Intercluster Trunk



TLS IP Phone
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• Not recommended to be configured on Cisco Unified CallManager itself • Use closest possible network device instead



Cisco Unified CallManager



TLS IP Phone
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As discussed earlier in this lesson, Cisco Unified CallManager supports SRTP between some IP telephony endpoints where the SRTP session keys are exchanged in cleartext. Such scenarios include the following: „



SRTP to H.323 or MGCP gateways: In these cases, the session keys are exchanged between Cisco Unified CallManager and the gateway in cleartext signaling messages.



„



SRTP between two Cisco Unified CallManager clusters: When using SRTP over intercluster trunks, SRTP session keys are again sent in cleartext.



In such scenarios, it is strictly recommended to use IPsec to encrypt the signaling traffic so that SRTP session keys cannot be sniffed on the network. IPsec can be configured directly on Cisco Unified CallManager servers or (which is the recommendation) can be configured between the gateway and the IPsec-aware network device that is closest to the Cisco Unified CallManager servers. Usually there is no problem in trusting the path between Cisco Unified CallManager and its first IP gateway.
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IPsec Configuration IPsec policies, if configured on Cisco Unified CallManager, are set up from the security menu of Cisco IP Telephony Platform Administration.



IPsec Configuration Set up new IPsec connection



Platform Administration Security Menu



• Allows the user to create a new policy for an extra-cluster IPsec connection



Display or change IPsec connection • Displays existing policies • Allows user to modify user- defined policies • Note: The PLATFORM_IPSEC policy is read-only.
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Platform Administration provides an IPsec GUI to set up new IPsec policies and display or change existing IPsec policies, except for the PLATFORM_IPSEC policy, which is read-only. The PLATFORM_IPSEC policy is used automatically by all members of a cluster for intracluster communication. It is configured for authentication only and not for encryption.
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Set Up an IPsec Association The figure shows how to set up a new IPsec policy.



Set Up an IPsec Association
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To set up a new IPsec policy, in Cisco IP Telephony Platform Administration, choose Security > IPsec Management > Setup New IPsec. Then check the Certificate or Pre-Shared Key check box. If you check Certificate, check Same Type or Different Type node. If you check Pre-Shared Key, enter the key name. Click Next, and the Setup IPsec Policy and Association window is displayed. In this window, you configure IPsec policy parameters, such as the name of the policy, the IP packets that should be protected, the IPsec mode (tunnel or transport mode), the cryptographic features that you want to use to protect IPsec management traffic (Phase 1 settings), and the cryptographic features that you want to use to protect the actual IP packets for which you are configuring the policy. These settings much match the device configured on the other side of the IPsec connection.
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Summary This topic summarizes the key points that were discussed in this lesson.



Summary • Cisco Unified CallManager features authentication and encryption. • The Cisco CTL Provider service and the Cisco CAPF service need to be enabled for secure telephony. • The Cisco CTL client, software that is used to sign the CTL by utilizing a security token, needs to be installed manually. • The Cisco CTL client needs to be executed whenever CTL entries change. • Cisco IP telephony allows the use of LSCs on all securityenabled IP phones. • Devices can be configured for insecure calls, authenticated calls only, or authenticated and encrypted calls. • Security-enabled phones can be found by using CAPF reports or by using the Find and Select Phones window.
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Summary (Cont.) • Digest authentication can be used on SIP trunks and phones that do not support TLS. • Phone configuration files can be encrypted so that sensitive content cannot be sniffed on the network. • SRST gateways support TLS, providing secure calls even in cases where Cisco Unified CallManager is not reachable and phones register with SRST gateways instead. • Cisco Unified CallManager supports TLS on SIP trunks and SRTP to MGCP and H.323 gateways. • TLS and SRTP can be used between CTI, JTAPI, and TAPI applications and Cisco CTIManager. • IPsec can be used if no application layer protection is supported.
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Lesson 1



Introducing Cisco Unified CallManager Serviceability Overview Telephony is one of the most critical services for modern businesses. It is necessary to troubleshoot Cisco Unified CallManager installations as fast as possible to reduce the risk of system outages. Administrators need tools to easily gather information about system behavior and reestablish broken services. This lesson introduces tools that allow administrators to manage Cisco Unified CallManager. It gives an overview about Cisco Unified CallManager Serviceability functions and explains how to manage Cisco Unified CallManager services.



Objectives Upon completing this lesson, you will be able to classify and use system maintenance tools that can be used in the Cisco Unified CallManager environment. This ability includes being able to meet these objectives: „



Identify the purpose of the major services that Cisco Unified CallManager Serviceability provides



„



Explain how HTTPS provides secure remote communications to Cisco Unified CallManager and saves the certificate to a trusted folder



„



Explain how to use the Service Activation window tools to enable and disable services



„



Explain how to use the Control Center to start and stop services



Cisco Unified CallManager Serviceability Overview This topic describes how to access Cisco Unified CallManager Serviceability and what functions it provides for maintaining Cisco Unified CallManager clusters.



Cisco Unified CallManager Serviceability Functions • Alarm configuration • Trace configuration • Service activation • Service control • CDR configuration • SNMP configuration
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Cisco Unified CallManager Serviceability functions include these:
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„



Alarm configuration: Allows the configuration of alarm levels and destinations



„



Trace configuration: Used to configure trace options for troubleshooting



„



Service management tools: Example of such tools include service activation and service control



„



Call Detail Record (CDR) configuration: Allows controlling CDR disk space utilization and sending CDR files to billing servers



„



Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) configuration: Allows a network management system (NMS) to monitor Cisco Unified CallManager
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Accessing Cisco Unified CallManager Serviceability There are two ways to access Cisco Unified CallManager Serviceability.



Accessing Cisco Unified CallManager Serviceability https://server-name/ccmservice Username is CCMAdministrator. Password is the same as entered during installation. Or access from other administration pages using Navigation:
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The first way is to use Netscape 7.1 (or later) or Microsoft Internet Explorer 6.0 (or later) and enter https:///ccmservice/. The second way is to move to Cisco Unified CallManager Serviceability from Cisco Unified CallManager Administration by choosing Cisco CallManager Serviceability from the Navigation drop-down menu on the upper right.
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Cisco Unified CallManager Serviceability—Expanded Menus Reference The Cisco Unified CallManager Serviceability page has several menus, each with items as shown in the figure.



Cisco Unified CallManager Serviceability—Expanded Menus Reference
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The most important menu items are discussed in detail in separate topics of this course.
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Using HTTPS HTTPS secures communication between the browser on the client PC and web services such as Cisco Unified CallManager Administration web pages.



HTTPS Overview Secures communication between browser and web server: • Provides web server authentication • Provides integrity of data by using packet signatures • Provides privacy of data by packet encryption • Active on all Cisco Unified CallManager GUI pages
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HTTPS allows authentication of the web server and protects communication between the client and the web server. All packets are signed to provide integrity, so the receiver has a guarantee that the packets are authentic and have not been modified during transit. In addition, all packets are encrypted to provide privacy, so that sensitive information can be sent over untrusted networks. All Cisco Unified CallManager GUI pages use HTTPS only.
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HTTPS Certificate Operations HTTPS uses certificates for web server authentication.



HTTPS Certificate Operations • HTTPS uses certificates for web server authentication. • Certificates provide information about a device and are signed by an issuer (CA). • Cisco Unified CallManager uses a self-signed certificate by default. • Cisco Unified CallManager can optionally use a certificate issued by a company CA or an external CA, such as VeriSign.
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Certificates provide information about a device and are signed by an issuer, the certification authority (CA). By default, Cisco Unified CallManager uses a self-signed certificate, but it also allows you to use a certificate issued by a company CA or even an external CA such as VeriSign. Cisco Unified CallManager certificates can be viewed and managed from Cisco IP Telephony Platform Administration.
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Verify Authenticity of the Received Cisco Unified CallManager Certificate When a user accesses Cisco Unified CallManager web pages for the first time after installation or upgrade from a browser client, a Security Alert dialog box asks whether the user trusts the presented certificate.



Verify Authenticity of the Received Cisco Unified CallManager Certificate • Yes—Trust the certificate one time • No—No access to the Cisco Unified CallManager Administration pages • View Certificate—Start installing the certificate on the client; Security Alert dialog box not displayed anymore
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When the dialog box appears, clicking the Yes, No, or View Certificate button results in these actions: „



Yes: Trust the certificate for the current web session only. The Security Alert dialog box is displayed each time you access the application.



„



No: Cancel the action. No authentication occurs, and the user cannot access the Cisco Unified CallManager Administration pages.



„



View Certificate: Start certificate installation tasks, so that the certificate is always trusted. After you install the certificate, the Security Alert dialog box no longer appears when you access the Cisco Unified CallManager Administration pages.



To install the certificate so that your browser remembers that this certificate is trusted, choose the View Certificate option.
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Verify Authenticity of the Received Cisco Unified CallManager Certificate (Cont.) • General certificate tab shows: – Issued to and by whom – Duration of validity • In the Details tab, the information can be grouped: – All – Version 1 fields only – Extensions only – Properties only
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When you click the View Certificate button, the Security Alert dialog box appears and the Certificate window opens. The General tab shows brief information about the certificate, such as the issuer and the validation. For more detailed information, click the Details tab. The table lists the certificate settings displayed when various options are chosen in the Show drop-down list. Certificate Settings All



■ ■



■



Version Serial number Signature algorithm



■ ■



■



■



Serial number



■



Signature algorithm



Issuer



■



Issuer



■



Valid from



■



Valid from



■



Valid to



■



Valid to



■



Subject



■



Subject



■



Public key



■



Public key



■ ■



■



■



Extensions Only



Version



■



■
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Version 1 Fields Only



■



Subject key installer Key usage



Critical Extensions Only ■



Critical extensions, if any



Properties Only



■



■



Thumbprint algorithm Thumbprint



Enhanced key usage



Subject key installer Key usage Enhanced key usage Thumbprint algorithm Thumbprint
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Note



If the communication path between the browser and the server is not trustworthy (for instance, when using a public network), you should double-check the thumbprint of the received certificate against the thumbprint of the certificate stored at your Cisco Unified CallManager server. Only then can you be sure that you are communicating with the authentic server and not with a rogue device that is spoofing the server. The certificate that is stored at your Cisco Unified CallManager server can be viewed from the command-line interface (CLI) or from Cisco IP Telephony Platform Administration. However, from the browser where you view the certificate, you cannot use web pages (because you will see the same security alert) and you should not use Secure Shell (SSH) Protocol for CLI access because SSH security is also based on the server certificate. (You will see a popup window at your SSH client that displays the thumbprint and asks if it is trusted). Therefore, the thumbprint of the Cisco Unified CallManager certificate must be checked using direct console access by somebody who has physical access to the server. As a best practice, you should note the thumbprint of Cisco Unified CallManager certificates after installation and then communicate them to all web page users so that they have them available when they receive the security alert.
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Install the Certificate When you have verified that the received certificate can be trusted, you should install it in your browser certificate store so that you will not see the security alert popup window again.



Install the Certificate • Verify the certificate information. • Click Install Certificate. • A Certificate Import window guides you. • Choose a certificate store.
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The certificate can be trusted when the communication path between browser and server is trusted or when you have verified the content of the certificate. To install the trusted certificate, click Install Certificate on the General tab of the viewed certificate; the Certificate Import Wizard opens. The wizard guides you through the installation of this certificate and asks you where to store the certificate. Choose the preselected option Automatically Select the Certificate Store and click Next. The wizard displays an overview with the selected certificate store and the content. Click Finish; the wizard closes and a message shows that the import was successful. Click OK in the certificate window to close it. Click Yes in the Security Alert dialog box, and the Cisco Unified CallManager Administration page opens. To test the certificate installation, close the browser and access the Cisco Unified CallManager web pages again. If no Security Alert dialog box opens, the installation was successful. Note
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If you are browsing to Cisco Unified CallManager Administration using the IP address and not the host name, the Security Alert dialog box appears again, because the installed certificate is based on the host name and not on the IP address. In this case, the security alert will indicate that the subject of the certificate does not match the URL.
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Service Activation This topic describes how to activate and deactivate services on Cisco Unified CallManager.



Service Activation Procedure To enable Cisco Unified CallManager Release 5.0 services, perform the following tasks: • Access Cisco Unified CallManager Serviceability. • Choose Tools > Service Activation. • Choose your server. • Enable the necessary services.
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Enabling services on Cisco Unified CallManager Release 5.0 requires these steps: Step 1



Access Cisco Unified CallManager Serviceability.



Step 2



Choose Tools > Service Activation.



Step 3



Choose your server.



Step 4



Enable the necessary services.
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Service Activation The Service Activation tool is a feature of Cisco Unified CallManager Serviceability.



Service Activation



Go to Service Activation.
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Choose Tools > Service Activation from Cisco Unified CallManager Serviceability to view the Cisco Unified CallManager Service Activation page. Note
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Cisco Unified CallManager allows you to activate and deactivate only feature services; while network services can be started, stopped, or restarted only by using the Control Center tool.
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Service Activation (Cont.)



Choose the appropriate server.
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At the next window, choose the server on which the services should be activated or deactivated.
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Service Activation (Cont.)



Refresh Page



Save and Perform Settings



Reset to Default for Single Server Operation



Select the services that should be activated.



Configured Status



Deselect the services that should be deactivated.
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When the specified server is chosen from the drop-down menu, the Server Activation page for that server within the Cisco Unified CallManager cluster is displayed. You may activate or deactivate as many services as you want at the same time. Some services depend on other services. You will get a message telling you which services the service that you are activating depends on, and you will then have to confirm that these services should also be activated. The table lists the available services and activation recommendations. Available Services and Activation Recommendations Service or Servlet Name



Activation Recommendation



CM Services Cisco CallManager: A service that provides call processing, signaling, and call control functionality.



Choose Control Center > Network Services and ensure that the Cisco Real-Time Information Server (RIS) data collector service and Database Layer Monitor service are running on the server. Tip: Before you activate this service, verify that the Cisco Unified CallManager is displayed in the Cisco Unified CallManager Find/List window in Cisco Unified CallManager Administration. If the server is not displayed, add the Cisco Unified CallManager before you activate this service. For information on how to add the Cisco Unified CallManager, refer to the Cisco Unified CallManager Administration Guide.



Cisco Tftp: Builds and serves files consistent with TFTP, a simplified version of FTP. Cisco TFTP serves embedded component executable files, ringer files, and device configuration files.
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If you have more than one server in the cluster, activate this service on one server that is dedicated specifically to the Cisco TFTP service. Configure Option 150 if you activate this service on more than one server in the cluster.
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Service or Servlet Name



Activation Recommendation



CM Services, Cont. Cisco Messaging Interface: Allows you to connect a Simplified Message Desk Interface (SMDI)-compliant external voice-messaging system with Cisco Unified CallManager.



Activate this service on only one server in the cluster. Do not activate this service if you plan to use a Cisco Unity voice-messaging system.



Cisco IP Voice Media Streaming App: Provides voice media streaming functionality for the Cisco Unified CallManager for use with a media termination point (MTP), conferencing, music on hold (MOH), and annunciator. The Cisco IP Voice Media Streaming Application relays messages from the Cisco Unified CallManager to the IP voice media streaming driver, which handles RTP streaming.



If you have more than one server in the cluster, activate on one or two servers per cluster. You may activate it on a server that is dedicated specifically to MOH. This service requires that you activate Cisco TFTP on one server in the cluster. Do not activate this service on the first node or on any servers that run the Cisco CallManager service.



Cisco CTIManager: Contains the computer telephony interface (CTI) components that interface with applications. With Cisco CTIManager, applications can access the resources and functionality of all Cisco Unified CallManager devices in the cluster and have improved failover capability.



Activate on each server to which Java Telephony Application Programming Interface (JTAPI) or Telephony Application Programming Interface (TAPI) applications will connect. Cisco CTIManager activation requires that Cisco Unified CallManager services also to be activated on the server. See the Cisco Unified CallManager service in the Cisco Unified CallManager Serviceability Administration Guide for more information on Cisco CTIManager and Cisco Unified CallManager services interaction.



Cisco Unified CallManager Attendant Console Server: Provides centralized services for Cisco WebAttendant and Attendant Console clients and pilot points. For Cisco WebAttendant and Attendant Console clients, this service provides call-control functionality, line state information for any accessible line within the Cisco Unified CallManager domain, and caching of directory information. For pilot points, this service provides automatic redirection to directory numbers that are listed in hunt groups and fail over during a Cisco Unified CallManager failure.



Activate this service on every server in the cluster that runs the Cisco CallManager service.



Cisco Extension Mobility: Enables extension mobility.



Activate this service on each server that the Cisco Unified CallManager Extension Mobility application accesses.



Cisco Unified CallManager Cisco IP Phone Services: Initializes the service URLs for the Cisco IP phone services.



Activate this service on only one server (any server) in the cluster.



Cisco Dialed Number Analyzer: Provides the number analysis feature.



This service may consume a lot of resources, so activate this service only on the node with the least amount of callprocessing activity or during off-peak hours.



Cisco Extension Mobility Application: Adds extension mobility features.



The application automatically activates when Cisco Unified CallManager Extension Mobility is activated.



Cisco DHCP Monitor Service: Monitors IP address changes for IP phones in the database tables. When a change is detected, it modifies the /etc./dhcpd.conf file and restarts the DHCPD daemon.



When the Cisco DHCP Monitor service is enabled, it detects changes in the database that affect IP addresses for the IP phones, modifies the /etc/dhcpd.conf file, and stops and restarts the DHCP daemon (DHCPD) with the updated configuration file. Activate this service on the server that has DHCP enabled.
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Service or Servlet Name



Activation Recommendation



CTI Services Cisco IP Manager Assistant: Enables managers and their assistants to work together more effectively. Cisco IP Manager Assistant (IPMA) supports two modes of operation: proxy line support and shared line support.



If you are planning to use Cisco IPMA, activate this service on any two servers (primary and backup) in the cluster. Ensure that the Cisco CTIManager service is activated in the cluster. Refer to the Cisco Unified CallManager Features and Services Guide for other recommendations.



Cisco WebDialer Web Service: Provides click-to-dial functionality. It allows users in a Cisco Unified CallManager cluster to initiate a call to other users inside or outside the cluster by using a web page or a desktop application.



Activate this service on one server per cluster.



CDR Services Cisco SOAP-CDROnDemand Service



You can activate the Cisco SOAP-CDROnDemand service only on the first node, and it requires that the Cisco CDR Repository Manager and Cisco CDR Agent services be running on the same server.



Cisco CAR Scheduler: Allows you to schedule Cisco Unified CallManager CDR Analysis and Reporting (CAR)related tasks; for example, you can schedule report generation or CDR file loading into the Cisco Unified CallManager CAR database.



You can activate the Cisco CAR Scheduler service only on the first node, and it requires that the Cisco CDR Repository and Cisco CDR Agent services be running on the same server.



Cisco CAR Web Service: Loads the user interface for Cisco Unified CallManager CAR, a web-based reporting application that generates either comma-separated values (CSV) or PDF reports by using CDR data.



You can activate the Cisco CAR Web Service only on the first node, and it requires that the Cisco CAR Scheduler service be activated and running on the server and that the Cisco CDR Repository Manager also be running on the same server.



Database and Admin Services Cisco AXL Web Service: Allows you to modify Cisco Unified CallManager database entries and execute stored procedures from Cisco AVVID clientbased applications that use AVVID XML Layer (AXL).



Activate this service on the first node only. Failing to activate this service results in the inability to update Cisco Unified CallManager from Cisco Unified Communications client-based applications that use AXL.



Cisco Bulk Provisioning Service: Enables bulk provisioning functionality.



You can activate the Cisco Bulk Provisioning Service (BPS) only on the first node. If you use the Cisco Unified CallManager Bulk Administration Tool (BAT) to administer phones and users, you must activate this service.



Performance and Monitoring Services
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Cisco Serviceability Reporter: Generates daily reports for specific event categories.



Activate this service on only the first node.



Cisco CCM SNMP Service: Provides SNMP access to Cisco Unified CallManager provisioning and statistics information.



If you use SNMP, activate this service on all servers in the cluster.



Note: The service generates reports only on the first node even if you activate the service on other nodes.
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Service or Servlet Name



Activation Recommendation



Security Services Cisco CTL Provider: Allows you to change the security mode for the cluster from nonsecure to mixed mode.



Activate this service on all servers in the cluster.



Cisco Certificate Authority Proxy Function (CAPF): Activates a number of security features.



Activate this service on the first node only.



Directory Services Cisco DirSync: Migrates the user data from an external user database, excluding passwords, to the Cisco Unified CallManager database.



Activate this service on the first node only.



Backup and Restore Services Cisco DRF Master: Enables the administrator to schedule backups, perform restores, view dependencies, check status of jobs, and cancel jobs.
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Control Center This topic describes how to control services on Cisco Unified CallManager.



Controlling Services Overview • Two groups of services – Feature services (all that are visible in Service Activation) – Network services (additional services that cannot be activated or deactivated) • To control services (start, stop, restart, or verify status) use Cisco Unified CallManager Serviceability. – Choose Tools > Control Center–Feature Services to control feature services. – Choose Tools > Control Center–Network Services to control feature services.
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There are two types of services in Cisco Unified CallManager: „



Feature services: Services are optional and can be selectively activated or deactivated by an administrator using Cisco Unified CallManager Serviceability > Service Activation. Cisco Unified CallManager Serviceability categorizes feature services into the following groups: CM Services, CTI Services, CDR Services, Database and Admin Services, Performance and Monitoring Services, Security Services, Directory Services, and Backup and Restore Services. Examples of feature services are Cisco TFTP, Cisco IPMA, Cisco WebDialer web service, Cisco CTL Provider, and Cisco Certificate Authority Proxy Function (CAPF).



„



Network services: Services are not optional and cannot be activated or deactivated by an administrator; they are controlled by the system itself. Cisco Unified CallManager Serviceability categorizes network services into the following groups: Platform Services, DB Services, CM Services, Performance and Monitoring Services, Service Activation, SOAP Services, Backup and Restore Services, and CDR Services. Examples of network services are Cisco Tomcat, MIB2 Agent, Cisco CDP Agent, and Cisco SOAP-Real-Time Service APIs.



To control services, use the appropriate menu item in Cisco Unified CallManager Serviceability:
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„



Control Center—Feature Services: To start, stop, restart, or verify the status of feature services



„



Control Center—Network Services: To start, stop, restart, or verify the status of network services
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Control Center: Controlling Feature Services The figure shows how to access feature services in Cisco Unified CallManager Serviceability.



Control Center—Controlling Feature Services



Stop, Start, Restart Selected Service



Select Service to Start, Stop or Restart



Configured Status Actual Status
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To start, stop, or restart a service, click the radio button in front of the service in the Service Name column. Moreover, the Control Center allows you to verify the actual status and configured status of a service. The Control Center in Cisco Unified CallManager Serviceability allows you to view and refresh the status of Cisco Unified CallManager services and to start, stop, and restart them for a particular server in a cluster. Starting, stopping, or restarting a Cisco Unified CallManager service causes all Cisco IP phones and gateways that are currently registered to that Cisco Unified CallManager service to fail over to their secondary Cisco Unified CallManager service. Devices and phones need to restart only if they cannot register with another Cisco Unified CallManager service. Starting, stopping, or restarting a Cisco Unified CallManager service causes other installed applications (such as Cisco Unified CallManager Conference Bridge or Cisco Messaging Interface) that are homed to that Cisco Unified CallManager to start and stop as well. Note
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Only services that are activated through the Service Activation window can be started, stopped, or restarted on the Control Center—Feature Services window.
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Summary This topic summarizes the key points that were discussed in this lesson.



Summary • Cisco Unified CallManager Serviceability functions include configuration of alarms, troubleshooting traces, and SNMP settings and management of services. • HTTPS provides security when you are accessing all Cisco Unified CallManager Administration pages. • Services are activated through the Service Activation page within the Cisco Unified CallManager Serviceability. • Services can be verified, started, stopped and restarted through the Control Center within Cisco Unified CallManager Serviceability.
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Lesson 2



Monitoring Performance Overview Growing demands on telephony systems increase hardware usage on the system platform. If those demands rise too much, they could cause system overloads. Telephony systems are among those services that most directly affect businesses, and overloads that lead to system outages could be extremely costly. Therefore, administrators must be able to monitor the performance of the Cisco IP telephony infrastructure. This lesson covers tools that are used to monitor Cisco Unified CallManager systems. Further, this lesson describes Microsoft tools that are available on the Windows system, Cisco Unified CallManager Real-Time Monitoring Tool (RTMT), and how they work together.



Objectives Upon completing this lesson, you will be able to use Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT to monitor devices, call activities, servers, and services. This ability includes being able to meet these objectives: „



Explain the major monitoring categories that Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT provides



„



Install Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT, activate services, and configure e-mail notification



„



Use the default Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT configuration and create customized configuration profiles



„



Monitor the performance of Cisco Unified CallManager by choosing the counters for any object by using Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT



„



Describe and use preconfigured and custom alerts



„



Describe the log partition and the need to monitor its usage level



„



Use Serviceability Reporter features to view trend-analysis reports



Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT Overview This topic gives an overview of Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT.



Cisco Unified CallManager Real-Time Monitoring Tool Overview • Java-based stand-alone tool • Uses performance counters to monitor behavior of Cisco Unified CallManager in real time • Allows collection and analysis of trace and log files. • Supports personalized profiles • Can generate e-mail alerts and reports
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With Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT, the Cisco Unified CallManager Serviceability tool provides a client-side stand-alone Java plug-in that monitors real-time behavior of the components in a Cisco Unified CallManager cluster. Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT monitors a set of management objects by continuously updating Cisco Unified CallManager counter values. It can generate various alerts in the form of e-mails for values that exceed or fail to reach userconfigured thresholds. Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT can be used to collect and analyze trace and log files.
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Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT Server-Side Requirements Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT relies on the Cisco Alert Manager and Collector (AMC) service.



Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT Server-Side Requirements • Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT relies on the Cisco AMC service to retrieve real-time information that exists on nodes in the cluster. • The Cisco AMC service consists of two components: an Alert Manager and an Alert Collector – The Alert Manager logs alert histories into log files. – The Alert Collector logs preconfigured monitoring object information. • The service is automatically installed and activated on all nodes in the cluster (network service).
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The Cisco AMC service is a network service. As such, it is automatically activated on all nodes in the cluster. Cisco AMC is a server-based Performance Monitor (Perfmon) collection service that starts automatically after the installation and allows Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT to monitor and retrieve operating system and Cisco Unified CallManager real-time information on nodes in the cluster.
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Cisco Alert Manager and Collector Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT uses the Cisco AMC service to retrieve real-time information from nodes in the cluster.



Alert Manager and Collector Subsequent Node



First Node



AMC (Primary)



Subsequent Node



AMC (Backup)



Subsequent Node



AMC



AMC



1. 2.



The Cisco AMC service is automatically activated on each node in the cluster. Each AMC server collects specified data.



3. 4.



The primary AMC server aggregates cluster data from each local AMC. The primary AMC server does logging and alerting.



5.



If the primary AMC server fails, the backup AMC server will carry on the task; any AMC in a cluster can be configured as a backup AMC.
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The Cisco AMC service consists of two components: an Alert Manager and an Alert Collector. The Alert Collector component is installed automatically with Cisco Unified CallManager and logs preconfigured monitoring object information, while Alert Manager, also automatically installed, logs alert histories into log files. When you configure the Cisco AMC service, you designate a primary and (optionally) a backup AMC server.
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Cisco AMC Service Parameters The Cisco AMC service parameters allow you to configure the primary and failover data collector, polling rate, and other parameters.



AMC Service Parameters Menu path: Cisco Unified CallManager Administration > System > Service Parameters > Select Server > Cisco AMC Service Configure primary and (optionally) backup data collector



Configure a primary collector and optionally a failover collector. © 2006 Cisco Systems, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Choose System > Service Parameters in Cisco Unified CallManager Administration. Then, choose the server and the Cisco AMC service.
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Using Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT for the First Time This topic describes the necessary steps before using Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT for the first time.



Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT Client Download



–New screen • Downloads for Windows and Linux clients. • If you have a previously installed Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT client for Cisco Unified CallManager on Windows, install Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT for 5.0 in a different folder. © 2006 Cisco Systems, Inc. All rights reserved.
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To install the Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT client, from Cisco Unified CallManager Administration, choose Application > Plugins. Click the Find button. Click the Download link (located on the right) for the Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT client that you want to download (Windows or Linux). After you download the executable to your preferred location, double-click the Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT icon that appears on the desktop or locate the directory where you downloaded the file and run the Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT installation wizard. If you have previously installed Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT for use with a Cisco Unified CallManager server of an earlier release than 5.0, you must install Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT for Cisco Unified CallManager Release 5.0 in a different folder on your local computer.
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Launching Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT To launch Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT, double-click the Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT icon from your desktop.



Launching Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT IP Address of System Where Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT Is Installed Connect Using HTTPS



Same as the One That You Used When Installing Cisco Unified CallManager



Download Certificate
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The Real-Time Monitoring Tool Login window appears: Step 1



In the Host IP Address field, enter either the IP address or host name of the system where Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT is installed.



Step 2



In the User Name field, enter the CCMAdministrator application user username (if the field is not prepopulated).



Step 3



In the Password field, enter the CCMAdministrator application user password that you established for the username.



Step 4



Enter the port that the application will use to listen to the server. The default setting is 8443. Normally, you only need to change the default port if it conflicts with another port.



Step 5



To connect to the server that has HTTPS enabled, check the Secure Connection check box.



Add the certificate to the certificate store by clicking Yes, or click View Certificate to view details of the certificate.
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Configuring E-Mail Notification After you add the certificate to the certificate store, Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT launches, and you can configure the mail server properties.



Configuring E-Mail Notification



Configure the mail server for e-mail alerts at first launch or later from within Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT (Tools > Alert).



IP Address or Host Name of Mail Server Recipients That Should Receive E-Mail Notification Message
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Specify the IP address of the mail server port used for mail (defaults to TCP port 25 for Simple Mail Transfer Protocol [SMTP]), default recipients, and a default message for the e-mail alert. You can also configure the same mail properties later from Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT (click Tools > Alert > Config Email Server).
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Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT Configuration Profiles This topic describes how to use configuration profiles in Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT.



Real-Time Monitoring Configuration Profiles • Configuration profiles allow you to save monitoring configurations that are used several times. • When starting Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT, you are always asked to select a configuration profile. • By default, only one configuration profile exists (CM-Default).
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Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT allows you to save monitoring configurations so that they do not need to be recreated every time you start Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT. When you start Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT, you can select the desired profile. When you initially load Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT, the system includes a default profile that is called “CM-Default.” The first time that you use Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT, it will use the CM-Default profile and display the summary page in the monitor pane. CM-Default monitors all registered phones dynamically in all the Cisco Unified CallManager nodes. If your cluster includes five nodes configured with Cisco Unified CallManager, CM-Default displays all registered phones for each node in a Cisco Unified CallManager cluster, as well as calls in progress and active gateway ports and channels.
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Creating New Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT Profiles To create a new configuration profile, you first have to configure your current view the way in which you want it to be stored as a configuration profile.



Creating New Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT Profiles • Customize your Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT view as desired. • Save the current view as an Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT configuration profile (System > Profile > Save). • The configuration profile is then saved for later use.
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To save the current view as a configuration profile, choose System > Profile > Save. You will be prompted to enter a name and a description for your profile. Note
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Details about available views and instructions on how to customize views by adding individual counters in Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT are provided in the following topics.
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Selecting a Configuration Profile Whenever you start Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT, you are prompted to select a configuration profile.



Selecting a Configuration Profile • You are asked to select a profile when Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT is started. • You can select a configuration profile at any time using the GUI. • To switch to a configuration profile, choose System > Profile, select the profile, and click Restore.
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You can also switch to a saved configuration profile at any time while using Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT, using a menu item. To do so, choose System > Profile and you will get the same window that you see when starting Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT, where you can select the configuration profile you want to use.
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Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT Performance Monitoring This topic describes how to use Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT for performance monitoring.



Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT Performance Monitoring • Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT provides real-time access to several counters. • Predefined report categories are available. • Reports (views) can be customized. • Search function is supported for devices and CTI.
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Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT provides real-time access to several counters that allow you monitor the performance of the system. Several predefined report categories are available, but you can also create customized reports where you can add counters as desired. Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT includes search functions for devices and computer telephony integration (CTI) users, simplifying the creation of reports for a specific device.
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Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT Predefined Report Categories The figure shows all predefined report categories that are available in Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT.



Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT Predefined Report Categories These predefined report categories exist in Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT:
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As shown in the figure, predefined report categories are organized into six categories: „



Summary: Consists of one report that provides a quick report about the system. The counters displayed in this report are virtual memory and CPU usage, registered phones, calls in progress, and active gateways, ports, and channels. This view is accessible in the menu by clicking Monitor > View.



„



Server: Includes separated reports for hardware performance counters (CPU, RAM, disk usage) and information about processes and services.



„



Call Process: Includes several reports about call processing activities, such as general call activity and gateway and trunk or session initiation protocol (SIP) activities.



„



Service: Includes reports about TFTP and database services.



„



Device: Includes a device report and a phone summary report.



„



CTI: Consists of a single report about CTI manager activities.
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Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT Reports Example: Device— Phone Summary The figure illustrates the steps that are required to select the Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT phone summary report.



Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT Reports Example: Device—Phone Summary



2 Click Device. 3 Click Phone Summary.



1 Click View. View of Current Counter Values



Historical View of Phone Counters
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These steps are as follows: Step 1



At the Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT window, click View at the bottom left corner of the screen.



Step 2



Click Device in the list of report categories (located on the left).



Step 3



Click Phone Summary in the list of device reports.



You will see the counters (Registered Phones, Registered SIP Phones, Registered SCCP Phones, Partially Registered, and Failed Registration Attempts) in a historical view updated every 30 seconds in the upper area of the report and the current value per counter in a separate area below.
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Customized Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT Performance Reports The figure illustrates the steps that are required to generate a customized report in Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT.



Customized Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT Performance Reports 3



View of Selected Counters



Browse counters. Closed Group Opened Group



2



Select Performance.



1 Click View tab.



4



Double-click counter to add it to view.
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These are the steps: Step 1



At the Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT window, click View at the bottom left corner of the screen.



Step 2



Click Performance in the list of report categories (located on the left).



Step 3



Click Performance in the list of performance reports (the only one available). An additional area with a list of all available performance counters will be displayed (organized in groups). Navigate in this view to locate the counters that you want to include in your customized report.



Step 4



To add a counter to the view, double-click the counter.



Note
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You can save the generated custom view as a configuration profile by choosing System > Profile > Save.
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Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT Search Function: Device Search Example If you want to generate a report about a specific device, you can use the device search function of Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT.



Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT Search Function: Device Search Example Enter selection critera. critera



3 1 4 2 6 View gets populated.



5
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To create a view for a specific device or devices, follow these steps: Step 1



At the Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT window, click View at the bottom left corner of the screen.



Step 2



Click Device in the list of report categories (located on the left).



Step 3



Click Device Search in the list of device reports. An additional area with a list of device categories, such as phone or gateway, will appear. Double-click the desired device category. The example in the figure shows a search for phones.



Step 4



The Select Phone to Monitor window will pop up, where you can choose the device model of the phones to monitor. Click Next after you have made your selection.



Step 5



Then you will be prompted for the device status of the phones that you want to monitor.



Step 6



Click Finish after you have selected the status, and the view is populated with the results of your search.



Note
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Search options vary depending on the selected device category.
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Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT Alerts This topic describes how to use Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT alerts.



Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT Alert Central Overview • Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT can watch for more than 30 events (“alerts”): – Simple events such as services down – Counters outside safe range • Alert actions: – Alerts are always displayed in Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT application window. – Alerts can generate e-mail messages. – For some alerts, traces can be downloaded to an SFTP server.
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Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT not only displays performance reports based on counters but can also watch for critical events. These can be simple events such as services being down or events that are caused by a counter that is outside a safe range (for instance, too-high CPU or disk usage). Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT can be configured to generate alerts in such cases. Alerts are displayed in the Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT window and can generate e-mail messages. Some alerts can generate traces and download them to a Secure FTP (SFTP) server.
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Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT Alert Central Overview (Cont.) Configurable alert properties: • Enabled or disabled • Severity • Servers to be watched • Threshold (where applicable) • Minimum duration of alert condition • Frequency of alert action: per poll or throttled to certain rate (alerts per time period) • Schedule (time of day to watch for alert) • Alert action: e-mail recipients, trace download to SFTP server (for some alerts only)
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Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT offers more than 30 alerts, which are configurable with the options shown in the figure. Note
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Some alerts do not allow the configuration of a threshold (applies to simple alerts that have only on and off states). Further, the alert action trace download is available only to a few alerts.
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Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT Alert Central Alerts are configured and monitored using the Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT Alert Central.



Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT Alert Central 2



Click Alert category.



See Alert Status



3 Click Alert Central subcategory.



1



Click Tools tab.



See Alert History
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To access the Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT Alert Central, complete the following steps: Step 1



At the Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT window, click Tools at the bottom left corner of the screen.



Step 2



Click Alert from the list of tools (located on the left).



Step 3



Click Alert Central from the list of alert tools (it is the only choice). You will see the list of possible alerts and their status.
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Alert Properties Configuration To configure alert properties, follow the steps as shown in the figure.



Alert Properties Configuration 3



1



Enable or disable alert.



Right-click the alert.



2



Choose Set Alert Properties.



4



Set the severity.



5



6



Enable or disable alerts per server.



Click Next.
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These steps are as follows:
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Step 1



Right-click the alert that you want to configure. In this example, the CriticalServiceDown alert was chosen.



Step 2



From the displayed menu, choose Set Alert Properties.



Step 3



In the Alert Properties window, check or uncheck the Enable Alert check box, as desired.



Step 4



Set the alert severity.



Step 5



In the list of servers, check or uncheck the Enable check box, as desired, for each server of the list.



Step 6



Click Next to get to the next window.
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Alert Properties Configuration (Cont.)



Set the threshold



7 (not applicable to



10 Set frequency.



this alert).



8 Set duration.



11 9



Set schedule



Click Next.



12
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Step 7



In the Alert Properties: Threshold & Duration window, configure the alert threshold or thresholds.



Step 8



Set the minimum duration for the alert condition to activate the alert.



Note



This setting allows ignoring short-time alert conditions.



Step 9



Click Next to get to the next window.



Step 10



In the Alert Properties: Frequency & Schedule window, set the alert frequency.



Note



Step 11 Note



Step 12
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This setting allows throttling of the alert action. You can limit the number of alert actions per a number of minutes to reduce too high a number of alert actions in case of a long-term alert condition.



Set the schedule. The schedule allows you to specify the daily time when Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT Alert Central should watch for the alert. If the alert condition is met outside the configured schedule, no alert action takes place.



Click Next to get to the next window.
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Alert Properties Configuration (Cont.) 13 Enable e-mail.



14



Set alert action (e-mail recipient list). 4) Set frequency.



16 Click Next 15 Enter user-defined text for e-mail.



17



Allows Editing of Alert Actions (Configuration of E-Mail Recipient Lists)



Enable trace downloads and set limit (applicable only to few alerts).



18



Set SFTP server details.
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Step 13



In the Alert Properties: Email Notification window, enable or disable e-mail notification by checking or unchecking the appropriate check box.



Step 14



Select the alert action from the Trigger Alert Action menu.



Note



The only alert action that can be selected here is the name of an e-mail recipient group. These groups can be configured by clicking the Configure button next to the Trigger Alert Action menu.



Step 15



Enter the user-defined text for e-mail text in the corresponding window.



Step 16



Click Next to get to the next window.



Step 17



In the Alert Properties: Trace Download window, enable or disable downloading of traces to an SFTP server and limit the number of downloads per a number of minutes.



Step 18



When you check the Enable Trace Download check box, a window pops up, where you have to set the SFTP server options. Enter the server options, then click Test Connection. If the test is successful, the window disappears and you are returned to the Alert Properties: Trace Download window. Click Activate to finish the alert properties configuration.



Note
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The SFTP server options that you need to configure are host IP address, username, password, port, and download directory path.
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Alert Central: Alert Example The figure shows the Alert Central window with two alerts that are not in the safe range.



Alert Central: Alert Example



Active alerts are shown in red. Last alerts are shown in alert history.



Icon indicates that there are alerts. © 2006 Cisco Systems, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Active alerts are shown in red in the alert list. In addition, you can see the alert history below, showing the latest alerts. An icon in the bottom right corner of the screen also indicates that there are active alerts.
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Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT Active Alerts The red alert icon is always shown in the bottom right corner of the screen, regardless of the page that is currently being viewed.



Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT Active Alerts • Red alert icon is also shown if pages other than the Alert Central page are viewed. • Double-clicking the red icon produces a popup window
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When you double-click the alert icon, a window pops up, telling you which alert is active and when it was triggered. You can view details about the alert by clicking OK, or you can close the window by clicking Cancel.
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Understanding Log Partition Monitoring This topic describes how to monitor the disk usage of the log partition on a single server or all servers in the cluster.



Log Partition Monitoring • Is a background process that monitors the disk utilization of the /common (Log) partition • Purges files in the log partition to free disk space if the partition is running out of space • Uses a high-water mark and low-water mark to set limits: – High-water mark indicates the maximum allowable limit after which files are deleted – Low-water mark indicates warning condition—user should consider offloading files and deleting them from the server • Runs without any user intervention: – Relies on the Cisco Log Partition Monitoring Tool service, which is installed and automatically started when you install Cisco Unified CallManager © 2006 Cisco Systems, Inc. All rights reserved.
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The Cisco Log Partition Monitoring (LPM) Tool is installed automatically with Cisco Unified CallManager. It uses configurable thresholds to monitor the disk usage of the log partition on a single server or all servers in the cluster. When the threshold exceeds a certain level, log files are purged. Log partition monitoring relies on the Cisco LPM Tool service, which is a network service that you can start and stop in the Control Center—Network Services window. When you install Cisco Unified CallManager, this service starts automatically. Stopping the service causes a loss of feature functionality.
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How Log Partition Monitoring Works When Cisco LPM starts at system startup, the system checks the current disk space utilization.



How Log Partition Monitoring Works 2 Utilization > LWM Æ Generate alarm and alert.



1 Utilization < LWM



3 Utilization > HWM Æ Generate alarm and alert and purge files.



90%



HWM



90%



HWM



90%



80%



LWM



80%



LWM



80%



HWM 91% LWM



81%



70%



4 Keep purging files until utilization < LWM.



5 Continue utilization check every 5 minutes.



90%



HWM



90%



80%



LWM



80%



79% © 2006 Cisco Systems, Inc. All rights reserved.
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If the percentage of disk usage is above the low-water mark (LWM in the figure), but less than the high-water mark (HWM), the system sends an alarm message to syslog and generates a corresponding alert in Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT Alert Central. To offload the log files and regain disk space on the server, you should collect the traces that you are interested in saving by using Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT. If the percentage of disk usage is above the high-water mark that you configured, the system sends an alarm message to syslog, generates a corresponding alert in Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT Alert Central, and automatically purges log files until the value reaches the low-water mark. You can configure these information parameters in Alert Central in Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT: „



LogPartitionLowWaterMarkExceeded: The disk space utilization level at which log partition monitoring stops purging log files; the level ranges from 10 to 90 percent, the default is 80 percent, and the value must be lower than the high-water mark.



„



LogPartitionHighWaterMarkExceeded: The disk space utilization level at which log partition monitoring starts purging log files; the level ranges from 15 to 95 percent, and the default is 90 percent.



Log partition monitoring automatically identifies the active partition. If there are log files in the log partition directory in the inactive partition, the system deletes those files first. If necessary, the system deletes log files in the active partition log partition directory, starting with the oldest log file for every application, until the disk space percentage drops below the configured lowwater mark. The system does not send an e-mail when log partition monitoring purges the log files.
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After the system determines the disk usage and performs the necessary tasks (sending alarms, generating alerts, or purging logs), log partition monitoring occurs at regular 5-minute intervals.



Setting Cisco LPM Thresholds Log partitioning monitoring is enabled by default with the low-water mark and high-water mark thresholds defaulting to 80 and 90 percent, respectively.



Setting LPM Thresholds • Alert Central has two alerts for monitoring the disk usage: – LogPartitionLowWaterMarkExceeded defaults to 80 percent. – LogPartitionHighWaterMarkExceeded defaults to 90 percent. • You can view or change the values for the low- and highwater marks from the Alert Central page and configure other alert properties, such as severity level and e-mail recipient.
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If you want to change the default values, you need to set the alert properties for the LogPartitionLowWaterMarkExceeded and LogPartitionHighWaterMarkExceeded alerts in Alert Central. However, under normal circumstances, these settings should be left at the default values.
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Setting LPM Thresholds (Cont.)



Right-click the alert in Alert Central to open the window to choose alert properties. © 2006 Cisco Systems, Inc. All rights reserved.
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The two log partition monitoring alerts located in the Alert Status window of Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT are highlighted in the figure: the LogPartitionLowWaterMarkExceeded and LogPartitionHighWaterMarkExceeded. The Alert Status window shows whether the alert is enabled, whether the value is in the safe range, the alert action to take, and when the last alert was raised. From the Alert Status window, you can choose the alert for which you want to set alert properties in one of two ways:
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„



Right-click the alert and choose Set Alert/Properties (shown in the figure).



„



Choose Tools > Alert > Set Alert/Properties.
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Setting Cisco LPM Alert Properties The figure shows the Alert Properties dialog box for the high water mark exceeded threshold.



Setting LPM Alert Properties



Both the low- and high-water mark alerts are enabled by default and triggered immediately. You need to access the Alert Properties window only if you want to change any of the default parameters or disable the alerts. © 2006 Cisco Systems, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Both the LogPartitionLowWaterMarkExceeded and LogPartitionHighWaterMarkExceeded alerts are enabled by default and trigger an immediate alert. You need to access the Alert Properties window only if you want to change the low or high threshold, trigger an alert when the threshold is exceeded for a defined duration, change the severity levels, or to disable the alert. Changing the alert properties is an identical process for both alerts .
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Cisco Serviceability Reporter This topic describes new Cisco Serviceability Reporter features and how to view new trend analysis reports.



Cisco Serviceability Reporter Overview Cisco CiscoAMC AMC



Reporter Reporter



Daily Reports



Logs



• Cisco Serviceability Reporter generates daily reports to track the overall system health based on default monitoring objects. • The Cisco AMC service collects data and generates daily CSV log files. • At around midnight, Cisco Serviceability Reporter gathers the logs and generates daily PDF reports. • To minimize CPU impact, Cisco Serviceability Reporter must run on a designated non-call-processing node (change from 4.x)— configurable by the Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT Reporter Node service parameter • New Performance Protection Report added in 5.0. © 2006 Cisco Systems, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Cisco Serviceability Reporter is responsible for generating daily reports to track the overall system health based on default monitoring objects. The Cisco AMC service collects data and generates daily comma-separated values (CSV) log files. At around midnight, Cisco Serviceability Reporter gathers the logs and generates daily PDF reports. Cisco Serviceability Reporter reports are generated daily and cover the past 24 hours. To minimize CPU impact, Cisco Serviceability Reporter must run on a designated non-callprocessing node. Since Cisco Unified CallManager Release 5.0, this node is configurable by a service parameter. The service runs automatically on the node on which it is first activated. This node is configurable by the Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT Reporter Node service parameter. It is recommended that this node be a non-call-processing node. Cisco Unified CallManager Release 5.0 introduced a new report type called the “Performance Protection Report.”
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Cisco Serviceability Reporter Configuration The figure shows the configuration of the service parameter RTMT Reporter Designated Node, which is used to configure the Cisco Serviceability Reporter node.



Cisco Serviceability Reporter Configuration



Select the node on which Cisco Serviceabilty Reporter is activated, which should be a non-call- processing node.



Number of Minutes After Midnight at which Reports Get Generated



Number of Days for Which Reports Will Be Kept
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From the drop-down menu, select the node on which you want to activate Cisco Serviceability Reporter. It is recommended this node be a non-call-processing node. The Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT Report Generation Time parameter specifies the number of minutes after midnight at which reports are generated. The Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT Report Deletion Age parameter specifies the number of days that reports are locally stored. Reports older than this age parameter are deleted.
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Performance Protection Report The Performance Protection Report is a trend analysis report that is generated daily for each node to track Cisco Unified CallManager server capacity. It serves as input to the Cisco Unified CallManager Capacity Tool.



Performance Protection Report • The Performance Protection Report is a trend analysis report, generated daily for each node to track Cisco Unified CallManager server capacity. • This report covers such data as call activities, registered devices, system resource usage, and device and dial plan quantities configured in the Cisco Unified CallManager database. • The report covers the past seven days of collected data. • Download or view the report through the Serviceability Reports Archive web page (Tools -> Serviceability Reports Archive).
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The Performance Protection Report covers such data as call activities, registered devices, system resource usage, and devices and dial plans configured in the Cisco Unified CallManager database. Unlike other Cisco Serviceability Reporter report types, the Performance Protection Report covers the past seven days of collected data. Report naming follows the format “PerformanceRep_NodeID_MM_DD_YYYY.pdf.” This report can be downloaded or viewed using the Serviceability Reports Archive window. Performance Protection Reports are generated based on Performance Protection Report CSV log files created by the Cisco AMC component.
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Performance Protection Report—Call Activity The Cisco Unified CallManager Call Activity chart is a line chart that displays the hourly rate of increase or decrease in the number of calls that were attempted and calls that were completed and the number of active calls for each Cisco Unified CallManager server.



Performance Protection Report—Call Activity



• Displays the hourly rate of increase or decrease in the number of calls that were attempted and calls that were completed and the number of active calls © 2006 Cisco Systems, Inc. All rights reserved.
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The chart consists of three lines, one for the number of calls that were attempted, one for the calls that were completed, and one for the calls that are active. If no data exists for call activity, Cisco Serviceability Reporter does not generate the chart.
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Performance Protection Report—Registered Devices The number of registered phones and Media Gateway Control Protocol (MGCP) gateways are reported on a line chart that displays the number of registered phones and MGCP gateways on each Cisco Unified CallManager server.



Performance Protection Report— Registered Devices



• Displays the number of registered phones and MGCP gateways © 2006 Cisco Systems, Inc. All rights reserved.
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The chart consists of two lines, one for the number of registered phones and the other for the number of MGCP gateways. If no data exists for phones or MGCP gateways, Cisco Serviceability Reporter does not generate the chart.
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Performance Protection Report—System Resource Utilization The System Resource Utilization line chart displays the CPU load percentage and the percentage of memory that is being used (in bytes) for the Cisco Unified CallManager servers.



Performance Protection Report—System Resource Utilization



• Displays the CPU load percentage and the percentage of memory that is used (in bytes) © 2006 Cisco Systems, Inc. All rights reserved.
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The chart consists of two lines, one for the CPU load and one for the memory usage. Each line represents the cluster value, which is the average of the values for all the servers in the cluster (for which data is available).
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Performance Protection Report—Device and Dial Plan Quantities The Device and Dial Plan Quantities chart consists of two tables that display information from the Cisco Unified CallManager database about the number of devices and number of dial plan components.



Performance Protection Report—Device and Dial Plan Quantities



Shows the number of devices in the cluster (top) and the number of directory numbers, route patterns, and translation patterns (bottom) © 2006 Cisco Systems, Inc. All rights reserved.
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The device table shows the number of IP phones, Cisco Unity connection ports, H.323 clients, H.323 gateways, MGCP gateways, music on hold (MOH) resources, and media termination point (MTP) resources. The dial plan table shows the number of directory numbers and lines, route patterns, and translation patterns.
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Performance Protection Report CSV Logs Performance Protection Reports are generated based on Performance Protection Report CSV log files created by the Cisco AMC component.



PPR CSV Logs • Performance Protection Reports are generated based on CSV log files created by the Cisco AMC component. • The graphs of a Performance Protection Report contain the data from the past seven days from the CSV logs: PPRLog_NodeID_MM_DD_YYYY_hh_mm.csv. • The Table portion of the report is based on the CSV file PPRDbLog_MM_DD_YYYY_hh_mm.csv. • Performance Protection Report CSV logs are stored under activelog and inactivelog in the /cm/log/amc/PPRLog directory. • Use Trace and Log Central or the CLI file get command to gather these CSV logs.
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The graphs of a Performance Protection Report contain data from the past seven days from the Performance Protection Report CSV logs: PPRLog_NodeID_MM_DD_YYYY_hh_mm.csv. The table portion of the Performance Protection Report is based on the CSV file PPRDbLog_MM_DD_YYYY_hh_mm.csv. This CSV file is generated at report generation time and, therefore, is a snapshot of the database only at that particular time. Performance Protection Report CSV logs are stored under activelog and inactivelog in the /cm/log/amc/PPRLog directory. Use the Trace and Log Central feature or the command-line interface (CLI) file get command to gather the CSV logs.
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Summary This topic summarizes the key points that were discussed in this lesson.



Summary • Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT is a stand-alone Java plug-in that provides real-time information about Cisco Unified CallManager. • Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT relies on data provided by the Cisco AMC service. • Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT supports custom configuration profiles that allow quick switching between views that are commonly needed. • You can use Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT predefined report categories or create your own reports by adding the counters that you are interested in. • Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT Alert Central allows monitoring of critical counters and conditions. • The Cisco LPM Tool monitors the disk usage of the log partition and purges log files when thresholds are reached. • Cisco Serviceability Reporter includes Protection Performance Report charts that allow a trend analysis based on performance numbers.
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Lesson 3



Configuring Alarms and Traces Overview Administrators who install or maintain Cisco Unified CallManager sometimes have to deal with technical or design issues on their systems. To troubleshoot and monitor those issues, Cisco Unified CallManager provides alarms and traces similar to the functionality of the show and debug commands of Cisco IOS software. This lesson describes how to configure traces on the Cisco Unified CallManager system and discusses tools that allow you to analyze those traces.



Objectives Upon completing this lesson, you will be able to configure and use Cisco Unified CallManager Serviceability alarms and traces on Cisco Unified CallManager systems for troubleshooting and maintenance. This ability includes being able to meet these objectives: „



Identify the functions of the Cisco Unified CallManager Serviceability Alarm interface and its event levels and destinations



„



Configure alarms for Cisco Unified CallManager services



„



Explain the trace functionality of Cisco Unified CallManager systems and how it is used



„



Configure traces using Cisco Unified CallManager Serviceability



„



Collect Cisco Unified CallManager trace and log files



„



Analyze Cisco Unified CallManager trace and log files using Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT



Alarm Overview This topic gives an overview of the alarm function of Cisco Unified CallManager Serviceability.



Alarm Overview



The Cisco Unified CallManager Serviceability Alarm menu: • Allows you to configure alarms and events • Provides alarm message definitions © 2006 Cisco Systems, Inc. All rights reserved.
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The Cisco Unified CallManager Serviceability Alarm menu provides a web-based interface that has two main functions: „



„



To allow configuration of alarms and events: —



Administrators can define what kind of information should be logged.



—



Administrators can define where to store alarms and events.



To provide alarm message definitions: —



Administrators can configure additional custom alarm information (such as recommended response actions) for each alarm.



Both functions assist you in troubleshooting and monitoring your Cisco Unified CallManager system. You can configure alarms for services (for example, Cisco Unified CallManager, Cisco TFTP, or Cisco CTIManager) for all Cisco Unified CallManager servers in the cluster or for each server individually.
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Aim of Cisco Unified CallManager Serviceability Alarms Alarms are used to provide the run-time status and state of the system and to take corrective action for problem resolution; for example, to determine whether phones are registered and working.



Aim of Cisco Unified CallManager Serviceability Alarms • Configure Cisco Unified CallManager to direct alarms to: – Local or remote syslog servers – SDI or SDL trace log files • Log level can be different for each destination • Provides information for troubleshooting Cisco Unified CallManager system • Provides information that could be given to someone else • Configurable per server and service
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Alarms contain information such as an explanation and recommended action. Alarm information includes the application name, machine name, and cluster name to help you troubleshoot problems that are not on the local Cisco Unified CallManager. The alarm interface can be configured to send alarm information to multiple destinations, and each destination can have its own alarm event level (from debug to emergency). Alarms can be directed to local syslog files, system diagnostic interface (SDI) trace log files, or signal distribution layer (SDL) trace log files and to a remote syslog server. You can set the log level per destination and individually for each server and service. Note



SDL trace files are available only for Cisco Unified CallManager and the Cisco CTIManager service.



When a service issues an alarm, the alarm interface sends the alarm to the chosen monitors. Each monitor forwards the alarm or writes it to its final destination (such as a log file). This information can be used for troubleshooting and can also be passed to another person for assistance (for example, the Cisco Technical Assistance Center [TAC]).
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Alarm Event Levels There are several alarm levels on Cisco Unified CallManager that can be turned on. These alarm levels are equivalent to the widely used syslog severity levels.



Alarm Event Levels Level Name



Description



7



Emergency



System unusable



6



Alert



Immediate action needed



5



Critical



Critical condition detected



4



Error



Error condition



3



Warning



Warning condition detected



2



Notice



Normal but significant condition



1



Informational Information messages only



0



Debug



Detailed event information used for debugging by Cisco TAC engineers
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When the alarm event level is set to a certain value, it means that alarms that match the configured level and alarms that match more severe levels are generated. In other words, an alarm level of 0 (debug) means all alarms of level 0 or higher, and an alarm level of 4 means all alarms of level 4 or higher. So if you configure an alarm level of 5, all critical, alert, and emergency alarms are logged. The table shows all available levels and describes the kind of information that generates the alarm. As you can also see from the table, each level can be identified by its name (debug to emergency) or by its number (0 to 7).
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Alarm Configuration The Alarm Configuration window in Cisco Unified CallManager Serviceability is used to define where alarms are stored and which level of alarms should be stored.



Alarm Configuration Page



Selected Server



Selected Service



Selected Alarm Level



Disabled Alarm



Enabled Alarm
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To configure alarms on Cisco Unified CallManager, follow this procedure: Step 1



From Cisco Unified CallManager Serviceability, choose Alarm > Configuration.



Step 2



Choose the appropriate server, which will then be displayed under Servers on the left side of the window and at the top of the window. A box with available services for alarms appears.



Step 3



From the Configured Services drop-down menu, choose the service to configure the alarm for. The chosen service is displayed at the top of the window in the Current Service area, along with the currently chosen server. A list of alarm monitors with event levels, similar to the one shown in the figure, appears.



Step 4



Check the check box for each desired alarm destination.



Note



Only the Cisco Unified CallManager and Cisco CTIManager services have the Enable Alarm for SDL Trace check box available.



Step 5



In the Alarm Event Level drop-down menu, click the Down arrow and choose the desired alarm event level for each of the available alarms.



Step 6



Save the configuration by clicking the Update button.



Note
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To apply the current settings for selected services to all nodes in a cluster, check the Apply to All Nodes check box.
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Tip



To restore the default Cisco Unified CallManager settings, click the SetDefault button and then the Update button.



Alarm Definitions Window You can view the list of Cisco Unified CallManager alarms using the Alarm Message Definitions window.



Alarm Definitions Page Click Find.



Selected Catalog



Click desired alarm name to open the Alarm Information page.
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To get to the Alarm Message Definitions window, choose Alarm > Definitions. You will see a search mask where you have to select a catalog (grouped list of alarms) and where you can optionally enter a search string for the alarm names that you want to list. Click Find to start the search. In the example shown in the figure, all alarms of the Cisco Unified CallManager catalog have been searched. To view details of a specific alarm, click the alarm name and the Alarm Information window will be displayed.
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Alarm Information Window The example shows the Alarm Information window for the CallManagerFailure alarm.



Alarm Information Page



View default alarm information. Click Save if you added custom information.
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The Alarm Information window provides a description of the selected alarm and includes recommended response actions. You can add user-defined text, for instance, with your own response guidelines. If you added or changed the user-defined text input field, click Save to save your changes.
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Trace Overview This topic provides an overview of Cisco Unified CallManager traces. Traces are log files that contain information about events within the system.



Trace Overview



Cisco Unified CallManager trace functionality: • Allows detailed configuration of trace parameters • Allows you to enable troubleshooting of traces
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Cisco Unified CallManager Serviceability assists the system administrator and support personnel in troubleshooting Cisco Unified CallManager problems. The Cisco Unified CallManager Serviceability trace provides two main functions:
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„



Configuration: This function allows you to configure a variety of options when enabling traces. Options include the level of trace details and the selection of subcomponents of a service that should be considered when generating traces.



„



Troubleshooting Trace Settings: This function allows you to enable troubleshooting of traces. With this feature, you can easily set up traces on multiple servers, but there are fewer options available than in the Configuration function.
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Types of Traces Two types of traces are available, SDI traces and SDL traces.



Types of Traces • SDI traces: – Contain information about services and run-time events – Usually used for development purposes • SDL traces: – Contain information about call processing – Are only available for: • Cisco Unified CallManager service • Cisco CTIManager service – Ideal for troubleshooting
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Traces for Cisco Unified CallManager services can be based on debug levels, specific trace fields, and Cisco Unified CallManager devices, such as phones or gateways. Two types of traces are available, System Diagnostic Interface (SDI) traces and signal distribution layer (SDL) traces.



SDI Trace SDI traces are also known as Cisco Unified CallManager trace log files. Every Cisco Unified CallManager service includes a default trace log file. The system traces SDI information from the services and logs run-time events and traces to a log file. Note



SDI traces are usually used by programmers only for development purposes.



SDL Trace SDL traces contain call-processing information from the Cisco Unified CallManager and Cisco CTIManager services. The system traces the SDL of the call and logs state transitions in a log file. This log information helps administrators to troubleshoot problems on the Cisco Unified CallManager system. Note



In most cases, extensive SDL traces are gathered only when Cisco TAC requests it.



All traces are written to the hard disk of the Cisco Unified CallManager server. You can copy the files to a PC for local analysis by using the command-line interface (CLI) command file get or by using Cisco Unified CallManager Real-Time Monitoring Tool (RTMT).
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Caution
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Enabling traces decreases system performance; therefore, enable only as many trace options as needed and try to limit the time of detailed or troubleshooting traces. Ideally, enable detailed traces outside business hours only.
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Trace Configuration This topic describes how to configure traces in Cisco Unified CallManager Serviceability.



Trace Enabling Options



• Configuration: – Trace configuration with numerous options – Full page per server and service • Troubleshooting Trace Settings: – Activates or deactivates troubleshooting traces (all options, detailed level) per server and service – Single page for all servers and services
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Cisco Unified CallManager supports two ways to enable traces. One is the trace Configuration option. It allows numerous trace options to be configured on a dedicated configuration page per server and service. The second option is the Troubleshooting Trace Settings option. This option activates traces at the highest possible level of detail for each selected service and service. It is a quick way to enable detailed traces per server and service from a single configuration page.
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Trace Configuration When using the trace Configuration option, you can set many trace parameters, as shown in the figure.



Trace Configuration Select server.



Go to SDL trace configuration.



Select service. Enable traces. Set trace level.



Enable trace options.
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Perform these tasks to enable traces using the Cisco Unified CallManager Serviceability trace Configuration option: Step 1



In Cisco Unified CallManager Serviceability, choose Trace > Configuration to get to the Trace Configuration window.



Step 2



Choose the server to configure the trace settings for.



Step 3



From the Configured Services list, choose the service to change the trace settings for. The example in the figure shows the trace configuration page for SDI traces for the Cisco Unified CallManager service running on server 192.168.201.57.



Step 4



To enable traces for the specified service, check the Trace On check box.



Step 5



Choose the desired trace level from the Debug Trace Level drop-down menu.



Step 6



Choose the trace fields to include in the trace files.



Note



The trace fields vary per service.



By default, you configure SDI traces. To switch to the configuration of SDL traces (only applicable to the Cisco Unified CallManager and the Cisco CTIManager services), use the Related Links area at the top right corner of the window.
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Troubleshooting Trace Settings Use the Troubleshooting Trace Settings option when you want to enable detailed traces including all fields of the selected service per server.



Troubleshooting Trace Settings Activates All Services for This Server Activates All Services for All Servers Service Not Running on Server Activates Service for This Server Activates This Service for All Servers
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Perform these tasks to enable traces using the Cisco Unified CallManager Serviceability Troubleshooting Trace Settings option: Step 1



In Cisco Unified CallManager Serviceability, choose Trace > Troubleshooting Trace Settings to get to the Troubleshooting Trace Settings window.



Step 2



Check the check boxes to activate troubleshooting traces per service and server.



Note
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You can also activate specific services on all nodes of the cluster, or all services for specific server, or all services for all servers by checking the respective check boxes.
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Trace Collection This topic describes how to collect traces from Cisco Unified CallManager servers.



Trace Collection Overview • Traces and logs can be collected to an administrator PC for local processing and analysis. • Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT Trace and Log Central features: – Trace collection – Trace analysis • Trace collection options include: – On-demand collection – Scheduled collection – Default or custom queries to be used for repetitive tasks • Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT is a client tool that must be downloaded from Cisco Unified CallManager Administration > Application > Plugins.
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Cisco Unified CallManager traces and logs are stored on the hard disks of individual servers. To perform local analysis on an administrator PC, trace and log files can be collected to a PC using the Trace and Log Central feature of Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT. Note



Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT is a client tool that must be downloaded from Cisco Unified CallManager Administration (choose Cisco Unified CallManager Administration > Application Plugins). You can download installation files for the Microsoft Windows and Linux operating systems.



The Trace and Log Central component of Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT supports trace collection and trace analysis. Trace collection options include these:
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„



On-demand collection: The administrator starts a trace collection process manually, which is performed instantly.



„



Scheduled collection: The administrator schedules trace collections for later, usually to be executed periodically.



„



Queries: Default and custom queries can be used for repetitive tasks. You can refer to saved queries from on-demand collections and from scheduled collections.
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Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT—Trace and Log Central The figure shows the Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT application with the Trace & Log Central window opened.



Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT— Trace & Log Central



2) Click Trace.



Select activity.



3) Click Trace & Log Central. 1) Click Tools.
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To get to the Trace & Log Central window, start the Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT application from your PC after you have downloaded and installed the application. Then follow these steps: Step 1



In the Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT application window, click the Tools tab located at the bottom left corner of the window.



Step 2



Click Trace from the list of tools displayed in the left area of the window to open the trace feature list (Trace & Log Central and Job Status).



Step 3



From the list of Trace features, click Trace & Log Central. The Trace & Log Central options appear in the middle of the screen.



From here, you can choose options such as Collect Files or Local Browse by double-clicking the appropriate entry.
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Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT—Collect Files Procedure The figure lists the required steps when using the Collect Files function of the Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT Trace and Log Central feature.



Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT— Collect Files Procedure



1. Choose Cisco Unified CallManager services and applications. 2. Choose Cisco Unified CallManager system logs. 3. Choose file-collection options. 4. Check file-collection status: a) In Trace & Log Central window b) By using the Job Status window
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These steps are as follows: Step 1



Choose Cisco Unified CallManager services and applications.



Step 2



Choose Cisco Unified CallManager system logs.



Step 3



Choose file-collection options.



Step 4



Check the file-collection status: a. Using the Trace & Log Central window b. Using the Job Status window



Each of these steps is illustrated on the following subtopics.
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Collect Files—Step 1: Choose Services and Applications After clicking the Collect Files option in the Trace & Log Central window, you have to the select services and applications from which you want to collect files.



Collect Files—Step 1: Choose Services and Applications Enables collection from all services on all servers



Enables collection from all services for this server



Enables collection per service for this server
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The figure shows the Select CallManager Services/Application window. After choosing the desired services and applications for each server, click Next to get to the next window.
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Collect Files—Step 2: Choose System Logs The next window is the Select System Logs window, where you can choose which syslog files should be collected.



Collect Files—Step 2: Choose System Logs Enables collection from all logs on all servers



(or) Enables collection from all logs for this server



(or) Enables collection per log for this server
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As shown in the figure, you can choose several types of syslog files per server. After you make your selection, click Next to get to the next window.
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Collect Files—Step 3: Choose Options The next window is the Collect File Options window.



Collect Files—Step 3: Choose Options Sets time range



Selects partition



Sets download directory



Enables or disable file compression Deletes or keeps files on server after collection © 2006 Cisco Systems, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Here you can specify the time range of the information that you want to collect, select the partition (active or inactive) from which you want to collect files, and activate file compression. Finally, you can choose to delete the files on the server after successful collection. When you have made your selections, click Finish to start the file collection.
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Collect Files—Step 4a: File Collection Status—Trace & Log Central After collection has started, the Trace & Log Central window indicates that collection is in progress, as shown in the figure.



Collect Files—Step 4a: File Collection Status—Trace & Log Central



Watch status of collection.
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This status information is displayed at the bottom in the status bar of Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT and in the main area of the Trace & Log Central window.
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Collect Files—Step 4b: File Collection Status—Job Status The status of the active collection process can also be viewed using the Job Status window; click Tools > Trace > Job Status in Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT.



Collect Files—Step 4b: File Collection Status—Job Status 4. Double-click job entry to see details.



2. See list of jobs. 1. Click Job Status.
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3. See job status.
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In the Job Status window, you can see the list of jobs, their status (completed, pending, and so on) and the job type. If you double-click an entry, you can see details about the selected job in a new window.
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Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT—Schedule Collection Procedure The figure lists the required steps when using the Schedule Collection function of the Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT Trace and Log Central feature.



Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT— Schedule Collection Procedure



1. Choose Cisco Unified CallManager services and applications (identical to Collect Files option). 2. Choose Cisco Unified CallManager system logs (identical to Collect Files option). 3. Choose collection schedule options. 4. Check scheduled collection status using the Job Status window (identical to Collect Files option). © 2006 Cisco Systems, Inc. All rights reserved.
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These steps are as follows: Step 1



Choose Cisco Unified CallManager services and applications.



Step 2



Choose Cisco Unified CallManager system logs.



Step 3



Choose collection schedule options.



Step 4



Check the scheduled collection status using the Job Status window.



Only Step 3 is discussed further here, because the other steps were covered earlier in this topic (in the description of the Collect Files function).
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Schedule Collection—Step 3: Choose Options This is the only step that differs from the Collect Files option.



Schedule Collection—Step 3: Select Options Sets time range for scheduled collection to SFTP server Selects interval of collection within previously configured time range



Selects file age



Filters on a search string Downloads files to local disk of Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT PC © 2006 Cisco Systems, Inc. All rights reserved.
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In the Schedule Options window, you set the time range for the scheduled collection (the period during which the scheduled collection should be performed) and the frequency of the file collection (the interval—hourly, daily, and so on—during the selected time range when the files should be collected). In addition you configure which files you want to collect per actual collection. For example, you can configure an hourly collection but collect only files that were generated during the past 10 minutes. You can filter files based on a search strings to exclude files that do not contain a specified string. The Download Files option allows you to download collected files to a Secure FTP (SFTP) server. When you schedule a collection, the trace files are transferred from the Cisco Unified CallManager to the SFTP server you specify, not to the local disk of the computer running Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT. This is because the scheduled collection cannot assume that the Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT client is running at the scheduled time. If you choose the Download Files option, the trace files are transferred from Cisco Unified CallManager to the local disk of the Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT client PC, because you are requesting a download on demand. If you select the Generate Syslog option, the syslog information will be sent to the local syslog service of the Cisco Unified CallManager server. Note
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The Steps 1 and 2 and Step 4 are not shown, because they were already discussed in detail earlier in this topic.
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Viewing and Analyzing Traces This topic describes how you can view and analyze traces with the Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT Trace and Log Central feature.



Viewing Traces and Logs—Overview • Traces and logs can be viewed on an administrator PC: – Accessing locally stored data: • Data must have been previously collected by Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT • Can be viewed by any editor or by using the Local Browse option of the Trace & Log Central window – Accessing data stored on servers: • Can be viewed only by Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT using the Remote Browse option of the Trace & Log Central window
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There are two ways that you can view traces and logs using the Trace & Log Central feature, installed on an administrator PC. Trace & Log Central can access either locally stored data or data stored on the servers. In the first case, trace and log files must already have been collected using the Trace and Log Central file-collection features. Because the files are then stored on the local disk of the administrator PC, they can be viewed either by using the Trace and Log Central Local Browse option or by using any editor, and simply opening the files from the local disk. If you want to access files stored on the servers, you have to use the Remote Browse option of Trace and Log Central.
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Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT—Remote Browse Procedure The figure lists the required steps when using the Collect Files function of Trace and Log Central.



Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT— Remote Browse Procedure 1. Choose data source (trace files versus crash dumps). 2. Choose Cisco Unified CallManager services and applications (identical to Collect Files option). 3. Choose Cisco Unified CallManager system logs (identical to Collect Files option). 4. Watch the query process. 5. Choose the file to view. 6. Open the file in Viewer.
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These steps are as follows: Step 1



Choose the data source (trace file or crash dump) that you want to view.



Step 2



Choose Cisco Unified CallManager services and applications.



Step 3



Choose Cisco Unified CallManager system logs.



Step 4



Watch the query process and wait until it has finished.



Step 5



Choose the file to view.



Step 6



Open the selected file in the viewer.



Steps 2 and 3 are not illustrated in the following subtopics because these steps were already covered in a previous topic (the Collect Files function).
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Remote Browse—Step 1: Choose Source After you choose the Remote Browse option in the Trace & Log Central window, you have to select the type of files that you want to browse.



Remote Browse—Step 1: Choose Source



Select Trace Files.
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There are two options: trace files and crash dumps. Crash dumps are usually analyzed only by Cisco TAC engineers. When administrators are troubleshooting Cisco Unified CallManager issues, they are usually interested only in trace files. Click Next to continue to the next window. Note
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The next two windows are not shown, because they have been already discussed in detail in a previous topic.
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Remote Browse—Step 4: Query Status At this step, wait for the Remote Browse query to finish.



Remote Browse—Step 4: Query Status



2. When query has finished, confirm popup window.



1. Watch status of query.
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The status bar on the bottom shows the status of the Remote Browse query. When the query has finished, a popup window indicates that the Remote Browse query is ready. Confirm by clicking Close.
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Remote Browse—Step 5: Choose File to View After you confirm that the Remote Browse query is ready, the main window displays the files that can be viewed.



Remote Browse—Step 5: Choose File to View Opened Server



List of Files in Group



Opened Category Group of Files



Closed Category
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The files are organized in categories; while navigating through the list, you can open and close categories as desired.
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Remote Browse—Step 6: Open File in Viewer To view a file, double-click the desired file in the Remote Browse area of the Trace & Log Central window.



Remote Browse—Step 6: Open File in Viewer



Double-click file to view content.
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After you double-click a file, a window opens displaying the contents of the file. Within that window, use the Find button to locate a particular string within the file.
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Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT—Local Browse If you previously collected files with Trace and Log Central, you can view them using the Local Browse option.



Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT— Local Browse
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When you double-click the Local Browse option, a window opens that allows you to browse the local hard disk. The default directory is the root directory under which Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT trace collection features store their collected files. Browse to the file that you want to view and click Finish. The contents of the file are displayed in a new window. In this window, click the Search button to locate a particular string within the file.
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Summary This topic summarizes the key points that were discussed in this lesson.



Summary • There are eight alarm levels available on Cisco Unified CallManager. • Alarm configuration allows you to define where alarms should be saved and what level should be included in a log. • Cisco Unified CallManager traces are configured from Cisco Unified CallManager Serviceability pages. • Traces can be configured with numerous options per server and service. Alternatively, troubleshooting traces can be enabled at a server and service level only, activating all possible options of the selected service.
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Summary (Cont.) • Traces are stored on Cisco Unified CallManager and can be collected to an administrator PC for local analysis. Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT is used for trace collection and supports on-demand as well as scheduled collections. • Cisco Unified CallManager RTMT can be used to view and analyze traces. It can access locally stored trace files that have been previously collected or remote files located on Cisco Unified CallManager servers.
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